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Core Courses
To Be Offered

On Trial Basis
Next Fall

BY EDWARD SULLIVAN

In an attempt to broaden the
education of its students.
Hopkins will offer
interdisciplinary courses in four
areas beginning next fall:
mathematics and the physical
sciences; the human sciences,
such as poetry, philosophy and
anthropology; modes of inquiry
in philosophy, history and the
social sciences; and human
biology.
A committee of eight faculty

members designed the project.
Dr. Gordon Feldman (Physics),
chairman of the group, is at work
on the math and physics course
with Dr. Jean-Pierre Meyer
(Mathematics). The human
sciences course is being designed
by Drs. Stanley Fish (English)
and Michael Fried (History of
Art and Humanities). Drs.
Richard Flathman (Political

Dr. _Gordon Feldman

Science) and Orest ,Ranum
(History) are developing the
modes of inquiry course. The
human biology class is being
planned by Drs. Richard Cove
(Biophysics) and Donna Haraway
(History of Science).

The courses are pilot projects.
"They are attempts to design
four courses that can cover a
large amount of material in a
general area," Feldman said. "we
want to give humanities majors

Engineering School Continues

To Organize Departments
BY THOMAS LANGLOIS

V. David VandeLinde, Dean
of Engineering, presented a
progress report on the new
School of Engineering to the
Board of Trustees last Monday.
In his presentation, he mentioned
possible fackilty additions and
changes, and he discussed the
projected economic growth of
the School.
Although the School of

Engineering does not yet
officially exist, plans are nearing
completion for the anticipated
400-student division next fall.
The school's curriculum will
center on six current
departmental areas: Electrical
Engineering, Geographical
Engineering, the Mathematical
Sciences, Civil Engineering and
completion of the new Mudd
Biological Research Labs, might

Material Sciences, Chemical
Engineering, and Mechanical
Engineering. The faculty for
these departments will be largely
composed of the present Faculty
of Engineering staff. However,
three or four new positions will
be added, according to Dean
Vande Linde.
The growth of the Engineering

faculty and facilities depends
largely upon new funds becoming
available. The School was
endowed by a private
contribution. This sum will
provide for the operation of the
School. According to Dean
Vande Linde, "in following years,
as new revenues become
available, somewhat more faculty
will have to be added."
The Dean pointed out that

these new revenues would come
from outside sources which could

Cont. on p. 8

contact with the sciences and the
science majors contact with the
humanities." The courses will be
offered for two years. After that,
the administration will decide
whether to continue, expand or
abandon the program.
A specific description of each

course is expected by January, in
time for inclusion in next year's
University Circular. Feldman
recognizes that the instructor's
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Halberstam To Speak
Pulitzer Prize winning

journalist David Halberstam will
discuss "The Vietnam Conflict:
The American Policy Debate- in
the second program of this year's
Milton S. Eisenhower
Symposium at 4:00 this
afternoon in Shriver

Two JHU Professors
Awarded Nobel Prize

BY DAN WILE

Dr. Daniel Nathans, Boury
Professor and Director of the
Microbiology Department at the
Johns Hopkins Medical
Institutions, and Microbiology
Professor Dr. Hamilton 0. Smith
were yesterday named the joint
recipients of the Nobel Prize for
Medicine and Physiology with
Swiss scientist Dr. Werner A.
Aber. THe three will share a prize
of $165,000.

The doctors received their
prizes for work on the systematic
dissection of DNA molecules.
Smith found certain site-specific
restriction enzymes that can cut
DNA molecules at specific places.
This verified a hypothesis that
was first advanced by Arbers,
who discovered restriction
enzymes. Nathans, who
communicated frequently with
Dr. Smith during the research,
used the enzymes to fractionate
DNA in tumor viruses.
At a noontime press

conference yesterday, Nathans
said these discoveries might be
used to investigate the growth of
different types of cells, how
normal cells become cancerous,
and as a model for the study of
more complex chromosomes.

According to Nathans, it is
difficult to forsee the ultimate

practical implications of their
work, because it was basic
research. He said many clearly
beneficial techniques in modern
medicine could not have been
developed without basic research
in a number of different and
specific areas.

Both Nobel laureates stressed
the importance of the enzymes as
microsurgical tools. Each DNA
molecule contains several
sequences of four to six bases.
Because restriction enzymes
recognize three bases, they may
be used to break apart the
molecule.
"How all organisms develop

has to do with the readout of the
genetic information in the
chromosomes of the cdells," Dr.
Nathan said. "In order to
understand a chromosome, you
have to attack it one piece at a
time and then put it back
together again in many different
ways."

Dr. Smith was unconcerned
about the potential for harmful
applications of his research. "I've
never sensed any danger about
what might come from the use of
enzymes," he said. "We were just
in a period where the danger was
overblown, but now we're back
at a more reasonable level."

Nathans and Smith are the
Cont. on p. 8

S.C. Candidate Disqualified
After Cover-Up Scandal

BY PAUL COOPER

• On Wednesday, October 6th,
Chairman of the Elections
Committee of the Student
Council Monroe Zeffert
disqualified Mike Pansini from
the first round of elections for
Freshman Class representative.
According to Zeffert, Pansini
"had lied and had made me lie in
an official capacity."

In a note to Zeffert, Pansini
had explained that because of a
death in the family he would
miss the candidate's forum held
on October 5th. Zeffert read the
note th freshman voters at the
forum, and urged them to

consider Pansini with the other
five candidates.
On October 6th someone,

whose name Zeffert is
withholding, informed Student
Council Secretary Harry Lerner
that Pansini had lied: Pansini
missed the forum not because
someone in his family had died
but because he went to a Billy
Joel concert the night of the
forum. After Pansini admitted he
had lied, Zeffert disqualified him.
Zeffert stresses that Pansini was
disqualified not because he
missed the forum, but for having
had Zeffert "in an official
capacity lie to voters."

Cont. on p. 7
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The fabulous furry Food Co-op is
alive and living in Homewood Garage
Fridays 1-7 p.m. (x7946). Entrance
fee is one bean ($1.00) per ordering
member (one member can order for a
whole household) for all. Signups
Fridays, and for all the poop, come on

down. Grand Wazoo in residence 1-3
p.m; no appointment necessary.

1.5 JHU Undergraduate Science
• e
Bulletin is now accepting papers for
consideration to be published in the
fall 1978 issue. Topics include reviews
and original research in the natural
sciences and related areas (such as
psychology and the history of science,
as well as particular fields in the
mathematical and engineering
sciences). Deadline is Friday, October
20, 1978. For more information,
contact the Editors at Box 34.6. A
twenty-five dollar prize is offered for
the best paper submitted.

Backpack returned to the Office of
the Chaplain. Please,come identify it
if you think it belongs to you.

Dr. Kenneth Servis from the
University of Southern California will

be available Thursday, October 26
from 9:00 a.m, to noon to interview
students who might be interested in
graduate study at USC. A brochure
describing this program is available in

the Chaplain's Office. Please contact

the Chaplain's Office, 338-8187 if you

want to schedule an interview.

The Weekend Wonder Flix film series

needs volunteers to help with

promotion,security, and clean-up for

the film Rocky Horror Picture Show,

on October 27 and 28. Free passes

and balcony seats will be given to

those who help us. Contact Mark

Norton --Chaplain's Office at

338-8188.

Internships in State and Local
Government: the Curriculum for
Political Leadership is now accepting
applications for the mini-mester and
Spring term. Earn five academic
credits while working for a member of
the Baltimore City Council, the
Baltimore County Council or the
Maryland General Assembly. Interns
work approximately 12-15 hours a
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campus notes
week in their placements and attend a
hi-weekly seminar. If you are
interested in seeing how a part of the
political process works, pick up an
application in room C-2, Shriver Hall,
or in the Department of Political
Science. The application deadline is
Friday, October 27. For further
information, call Beverly
Klimkowsky, Extension 7182.

The Stanhope Bayne-Jones Memorial.
Lectureship presents Julius Adler,
Ph.D., Edwin Bret Harte Professor in
the Departments of Biochemistry and
Genetics, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, on "The Behavior
of Bacteria: On the Mechanism of
Sensory Transduction in Bacterial
Chemotaxis." Thursday, November 2,
1978, Turner Auditorium, 5 p.m.
Members of the scientific community
are cordially invited to attend.

COFFEE AND DOUGHNUTS!! This
Sunday, October 15th, in the Gilman
Coffee Shop, from 10 p.m. to 12:30
a.m. Sponsored by the Senior Class.

Letters and Papers on the Social

Sciences and Humanities will meet at
6:15 in Conference Room A on
Monday, October 16th. Persons
interested in publishing in the journal
should submit two copies of their

papers to Box 1310.

The B1A will hold its annual
Goucher Gallop on October 22 at
1:30 p.m. at Goucher College. All
Hopkins-Goucher students are invited
to participate. BIA points will be

awarded on the basis of five-member

teams. Rosters are due at the Athletic
Center Office by 3:00 p.m. Friday,

October 20th. For information

contact Bruce Gronkiewicz 889-7389
or Box 2118.

Former U.S. Senator Dan Brewster

will speak at "The Sunday
Experience," on October 15th at

11:00 a.m, in the Listening/Viewing

Room of the Hopkins Union on

"America's Number One Drug
Problem: Alcoholism." The "Sunday
Experience" is a weekly forum
sponsored by the Office of the
Chaplain at the Hopkins Homewood
Campus.

LECTURE/WORKSHOP;
"PROBLEMS IN DAILY LIVING,"
concerning developmental issues of
adulthood with emphasis on areas that
can be problematic with Susanne
Breckel, Ph.D. and John Malecki,
Ph.D., psychologists and coordinators,
Consultation Services Center, the
Diocese of Albany, N.Y. Garrett
Room, Milton S. Eisenhower Library,
8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. October 20,
1978.

LECTURE: "FROM STRESS TO
HIGH-LEVEL WELLNESS," a
multi-media presentation with

emphasis on skills for taking full

responsibility for one's health
including nutrition, physical

THERE A DIFFERENCE"

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

BALTIMORE

243-1456

3121 St. Paul Street

Baltimore, MO. 21218

awareness and stress control with

John W. Travis, M.D., M.P.H.,

Director, Wellness Resource Center,

Mill Valley, California (and Johns
Hopkins University School of

Medicine alumnus). Garrett Room,
Milton S. Eisenhower Library, 7'30
p.m. October 26,1978.

The Student Council will meet this
Monday at five in the Levering L.V.

Room and this Wednesday at 10 in

the Shriver Board Room. Minutes and

notices of meetings are posted in the

southeast corner at the bottom of
Gilman. Copies of minutes are

available upon request; a monthly

bulletin will be distributed generally.

Call 338-8203 for information.

The classic film "The Gospel

According to Matthew" directed by

Italian Marxist Pasolini will be shown

at 8 p.m. Monday, October 16 in the

Heubeck Lounge, Goucher College.

The film is sponsored- by the

Department of Religion and the

Chaplaincy. Admission is free.

Reunion extraordinaire du Cercle
Francais: un film "Qu'est-ce qu'elles
veulent" de Coline Serreau a 11:30 du
matin au Baltimore Museum of Art.

Le film sera suivi d'une reception en

l'honneur des metteurs en scene

francais. Pour tous reseignements voir

Mme. Sullivan ou Karff Gilman 221

(x7228).

All winter sport athletes are to get

their physicals on Saturdaii, October

14th between 9 a.m. and 12 noon at

the Student Health Clinic.

• Monday, 18 October, the Gay

Caucus will celebrate Oscar Wilde's
birthday at 7:00 p.m. All interested
students, faculty and staff members

are invited to attend. For the location
or further information, please call Jim

at 235-5859.

On Wednesday,October 12, the Gay

Caucus will sponsor a talk by
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SENIORS......SENIORS.....SENI

Professor Edmund White of the
Writing Seminars Department. The
lecture, titled "Sissies, Cowhoys and
Good School Citizens," will begin at

7:30 p.m. in Conference Room A.

The JSA sponsors Sabbath Services in

the KDH at 6:30 pm Friday night

followed by an Oneg Shabbat.

Saturday morning services are held at

9:30 am. Special JSA Membership

Meeting: Wed. Oct 18. All welcome,

stay tuned for details! Sukkoth

Holiday Services: Sponsored by the

JSA in the Kosher Dining Hall, Sun

Oct 15, 6:30 pm; Mon Oct 16, 8:30

am, 6:30 pm; Tues Oct 17, 8:30 am,

7:30 pm. Come Visit the JSA Sukkah
behind the Old Dorms.

There will be a meeting of the Bridge
Club on Tuesday at 8:00 pm in the
back of the Rathskeller. We will be
playing Duplicate Bridge. The meeting
will go on till 12:00 midnight and
everyone is welcome to come and
play.On October 24, 1978 there will
be a Hopkins Duplicate Bridge
Tournament at 8:00 pm in the Great
Hall. This tournament is open to the
entire Hopkins community. Prizes and
refreshments.

LAST WEEKS QUIZ RESULT,
Yes, we do have a winner to thel

Gala Film Clip Contest! Despite
the fact that she could name only
8 of the 13 movies, Maggie Cam-
hron, a senior economics major
came away with the booze.
Here are the correct answers:
I. Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
2. Son of Flubber
3. African Queen
4. Three on a Couch
5. Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs
6. Pal Joey

17. Five Little Peppers and
How They Grew

8. General Spanks
9. Platinum High School -
10. Rebel Without a Cause
11. The Music Man
12. Pajama Party
13. The Mouse that Roared
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IT'S YOUR LAST CHANCE!!!!
GRADUATION SPEAKER
SELECTION COMMITTEE

will MEET ON MoNdAy, OCTObER 23 AT 9:00 pM

iN CONIERENCE Room D-1, MSE LibRARy.

ANy SENIOR who WANTS TO SERVE AS A VOTiNq MEMbER

IS WELCOME TO JOIN. MEMbERShip REQUIRES A COMMiTTMENT

TO ATTENd EVERY bi-WEEkly MEETiNq. FOR INFORMATION,

CALL MONROE ZEffERT AT 889-3936

GRADUATION SOCIAL COMMITTEE

NEXT MEETiNqp MoNdAy, OCTObER 16, 9:00 pM

CONFERENCE Room D-1, MSE LibRARy
(ANd bi-WEEkly AFTER ThAT )

EVERy SENiOR is iNViTEd
TO kip plAN EVENTS FOR

GRAdUATiON WEEk.

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED BUT...

You CAN'T MAkE ThE COMMiTTMENT,

YOU CAN STIR hElp IN TWO WAYS:

1) COME dOWN TO ANY MEETiNgS you ARE ALE TO ATTENd
ANd LET YOUR fEEliNqs bE kNowN.

2) FIR OUT ThE fOLLOWiNq ANd RETURN IT TO
ELLEN STECkER, Box 592

MOM alMicOMM 
....................

GRAdUATION SpEAkER PREFERENCES:

A) WhAT TYPE of SpEAkER would you likE TO hAVE ?
(SCIENTIST, pOLiTiCiAN, ETC)  

B) WhAT SpECifiC NAMES would you likE us TO CONSidER?

ThANkS FOR TAkiNq_ThE TIME
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Luce Discusses Human Rights;
Attacks U.S. Dealings With Iran

BY ELAINE PIZZO

When Don Luce went to
Vietnam in 1957 as an
agricultural expert, hoping to
develop a better sweet potato, he
supported U.S. military
involvement. By 1971, he had
exposed the South Vietnamese
prison "tiger cages" and been
kicked out of the country by the
Saigon government. His vigorious
activity against the war caused
former U.S. Ambassador to
South Vietnam Graham Martin,
in a 1976 Congressional hearing,
to single out Luce and Frederic
R. Branfman, another political
movement leader, "for the main
credit--or blame--for ending the
war."
Today, as International

Director for Clergy and Laity
Concerned, Luce travels around
the world investigating violations
of human rights and speaking to

Stone Presents
Overview Of
Sixties Decade

BY FELICE EKELNIAN

The 1978 Milton S.
Eisenhower Symposium opened
on Monday with a speech by I.F.
Stone, journalist and editor of

Stone's Weekly. The purpose
of Stone's talk was to provide an
introduction to the Symposium's
topic: "Retrospective on the
Sixties," and to give an overview
of the decade as seen by one who
was involved in the issues of the
period.

Stone portrayed the 60's as a
time of new awareness and
interest in global problems. Stone
continually praised the youth of
the decade for its sincere interest
in human conditions. He
disagreed with the Symposium
subtitle, "From Camelot to
Chaos," for he maintains that the
decade left a good basis for
advancement and improvement
in the 70's.
Stone lauded the young

generation of the 1960's for its
genuine concern about the

problems that plagued the United

States and the entire world

during the decade. He felt that it

was a surge of "caring" that

brought about the anti-Vietnam
movement, the ecology
movement and the notion of

social justice with an eye towards

restoring minority pride.
Stone was especially vocal in

condemning the "American Junk

Society." He asserted that the

"devotion and passionate pursuit

of junk" threatens political and

social stability in the 1970's.
According to Stone, the

present decade is in need of a

new, earnest movement to

combat resource waste. He claims

that we are in need of a new set

of social values which exclude

Conspicuous consumption and

arrest our destructive tendency

to "work ourselves to death." in

order to have non-necessities.

Over 800 people heard the

Symposium's opening speech,

including many from outside the

University.

concerned people. Last Sunday
he spoke at the Sunday
Experience, sponsored by the
Office of the Chaplain. The
subject was an "International
Update on Human Rights--A
Recent Eyewitness Account."

Luce offered opinions on the
political situations in Iran, the
Philippines, and Taiwan, and
spoke on the violation of basic
human rights. "Those three
countries head our dirty dozen
list;it also includes South Korea,
Indonesia, South Africa,
Rhodesia, Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, Uruguay and Haiti. The
CALC has chosen countries
where the United States is
directly responsible for arms
sales, investments and direct
military grants. We try to arouse
our citizens to end involvement
with repressive governments."
The talk opened with a

comparison of the situation in
Vietnam in 1962 with that in
Iran, Taiwan and the Philippines
today. "Before becoming
involved in the war, Americans
never tried to understand
Vietnamese culture. We never
gave the Vietnamese people
credit for wanting education for
their children and decent health
care for their families. None of
the U.S. Ambassadors to
Vietnam even spoke the
language."

"It is foolish for the United
States to sell guns to the Shah of
Iran when 200,000 of his own
people are marching against him.
The Shah exports $20 billion in
oil each year, almost all in
exchange for armaments. The
U.S. sold him $5'h million in
arms last year, arms that were
used in the repression of an
unarmed populace. Yet while the
Shah spends millions of dollars
on arms, his country has an
illiteracy rating of 60-75%.
Tehran is the largest city in the
world without a modern sewage

system."
Luce estimated that the U.S.

has stationed in Iran some
40-50 ,000 "technical
representatives"-- over twice as
many as were stationed in
Vietnam just before hostilities
began. "How long before 12 or
15 Americans are killed in Iran?"
Luce demanded. "How will we
respond if something like that
happens?"

In January, Luce was a
member of a delegation to Iran
sponsored by a number of human
rights organizations. He
recounted several of his
experiences.

According to Luce, the people
of Iran see what is happening in
their country and are becoming
angered by it. "During a
twenty-minute walk through
Tehran I saw three people
arrested. One man about 45 was
being dragged away by the
police. He was struggling and the
policemen were hitting him. A
crowd gathered. I tried to take a
picture, but one man edged up
next to me and kept bumping my
arm as I aimed the camera. Some
others pub their bodies between
him and myself, allowing me to
take a picture. When the police
started to come after me, the
people moved in front of me and
the crowd opened in the back. I
escaped into the bazaar."

Luce asked several University
students he met in Iran for their
opinion of President Carter's
foreign policy. One replied,
"Your President talks about
human rights. Then he comes to
Iran and sells the Shah eight
nuclear reactors." Students said
that when Carter first came into
office, the incidence of human
rights violations by the Shah was
drastically reduced. However,
since the Shah's visit to
Washington last November, those
who openly supported human

Cont. on p. 12
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Yearbook Nearly Done
After Year Of Problems

The Yearbook plans to
complete work this week on the
1978 Hullabaloo, which will be
distributed at the spring '79
Registration.

Bill Laufer, co-editor with
Dogna Skoog for both the '77
and '78 Hullabaloos, re-ported
that work began on the '78 book
a year ago, and has continued to
this day despite staff problems
and managerial turnover.

Laufer claimed the photo
department has been the center
of many yearbook difficulties.
David Fryburg was the first
photo editor, but decided he was

Zeniada Plans November Production Date
BY ADRIENNE GROSSMAN

The first issue of Zeniada, the
new student magazine, is
scheduled to come out on
November 10th, according to
Jenny Fox, the Editor-in-Chief of
the magazine. This date is
probable but not definite, as
some last-minute changes might
be made.
The first issue will have a cover

price of fifty cents, to help
defray the costs of production.
Funding has been, and will
continue to be, a problem for the
magazine. It is not receiving any
financial help from the Student
Council.
George Connolly, the

President of the Student Council,
said that he approves of the idea
behind the magazine. However,
he felt it was not sufficiently
organized to receive help from
the Council. The magazine's
representatives will go before the
Council again next week. The
magazine might possibly be given
club status, but, because the
Council is limited in funds, it will
probably not be given monetary

Zeniada editor Jenny Fox

aid.
Fox thinks this is a shame,

because working on the magazine
has been a very educational
experience for the people
involved. The money received
from sales of the magazine will
pay for only half of the
production costs. The editors
have sent out letters to individual
professors and to the Alumni

Council asking for contributions.
So far, they have not received
any definite promises of help.
There will be no advertising in
the first issue. Fox would like to
have sponsors finance the
magazine, because advertisements
would cut into the space
available for students' work.
Many students have submitted

their essays and creative work to
Zeniada. The November issue will
include essays on matters outside
of the University, fiction, poetry,
photography and graphics. It will
be thirty-two pages long.
The name Zeniada is a

corruption of the Latin word
"zenaida," meaning "two
unfettered doves." The creators
of the magazine liked this idea,
but they switched two of the
letters to make the word sound
better.

At present, the magazine is
scheduled to appear twice this
year and quarterly in the future.
Fox hopes that the students will
support the magazine and give it
time to develop, but she realizes
that the future of the magazine is
not certain.

unable to handle the work load,
and stepped aside. Laufer then
appointed Harvey Serota, who
Laufer said spent $700 yet
produced only 50 pictures before
leaving a note of resignation in
the dark room during the
summer.

Fryburg again took over the
head of the photo departrre nt,
and tried to finish the work left
undone by Serota. Fryburg
claims he had great difficulty
finding photographyers who were
willing to work, and that tine
after time he was left "holding
the bag."
Laufer said the photo

departments failure to produce
the necessary pictures left the
lay-out people nothing to work
with, causing them to miss
deadline after deadline.
The business managers a !so

came in for heavy criticism from
Laufer for their poor sales
record. Business Manager Bob
Spitzer admitted selling only five
ads and fewer than 250 copies of
the book. In reply to criticism of
his department, Spitzer said the
lay-out department never
provided him with material to
show potential advertisers. He
also said that Hullabaloo alwa ys
had enough money anyway,
because the book is only. 112
pages.

But the real culprit according
to all the people who worked on
the yearbook, was the student
apathy showed to all Hullabaloo

ivities. As an example, Laufer
stated that only 350 out of 1500
students appeared for photos,
even though photographers were
called back twice.

Laufer went on to angrily
complain that parents and
students are only concerned
about the Yearbook when it's
time to come out; never before.

Spitzer's final comment on all
the staff's efforts was: "a lack of
enthusiasm and organization
flushed the Yearbook."
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Council Scandal 
Opinion

This week, for the second straight week, the Student

Council failed to meet. Ladies and gentlemen, Student

Council is the primary outlet for student concerns on

campus. How dare these indolent knaves not meet for two

weeks! A consuming indignation, a ferocious anger, an

irrepressible urge to violent denunciation were rising within,

when; almost as an afterthought, we realized: so the

Council didn't meet for two weeks. Who noticed? Who

cares?

Core Commences
The preliminary outlines of four core course offerings

next fall are encouraging, a step in the direction of
improving the education of Hopkins undergraduates. A
broader and more insightful picture of the world will be
available for people who take the new courses.

Aside from their content, the chief advantage of the new
courses will be their accessibility. Most of the richest
offerings now are too technical for anyone who doesn't
already possess a good deal of arcane knowledge in the
field. The new courses are expressly designed for any

student, no matter what his background. Also, the more
heterogenous array of students who will form the new
classes should alleviate fears of intense competition.
Humanities and social science students look with horror on
the prospect of taking introductory chemistry, which is a
pre-requisite for most science courses.
The impact of the new core curriculum program can only

be good. But things could be better. Two of the new

courses will be limited to 40 students, and one to 25; these
restrictions are probably necessary. Still, the number of
students who can take advantage of them will be limited as
well.
$300,000 and a year of study have created a good

project. But it is not clear that more such valuble offerings

can't be created with a lot less effort. Dr. Michael Hooker's
Philosophic Classics course fulfilled much the same role as
the new core courses for several years before anyone ever

heard of a Mellon grant. If the faculty wants to provide

basic educational courses, it can. The core curriculum

project shows that if the administration wants to motivate

the faculty to offer insightful technical courses, it can. The

new course offerings are good. More are needed.

David And Goliath
So far this year, the Hopkins' football team has failed to

attract much notice. Tomorrow, the gridders confront

Widener at Homewood Coliseum. This is the same Widener

team last seen on national T.V. mercilessly stomping

Wabash College in a wild game to capture the NCAA

Division Ill football championship. Widener lives and dies

by football. Widener needs to win.
Against these odds, not even a notorious jailbird like

Dixie Dick lust the hard rocks' to predict a Blue Jay victory.

But miracles can happen. If 8000 blood-crazed fans gorge

the stands Saturday afternoon, the Jayboys might pull off

the game of their lives. But how do you expect our men to

get fired up playing for a few hundred die-hard fans?

Hey, wake up! Tomorrow is Saturday afternoon, a

beautiful fall afternoon, and this is college. Get up, turn the

T.V. off, put the books away, and watch our men try to

kick some ass. And after the game, whether it be a victory

or a loss, comes the celebration of the sport. Go then,

tomorrow, get powered up, become involved in the game,

and taste the nectars of revelry tomorrow night. Welcome

to college as it damn well ought to be.

Chaplain's Office Upholds Morals
BY MARY WATERS
AND CHRIS TAYLOR

Dan Wile's argument for an
"apolitical" Chaplain's Office is
premised on a combination of
questionable assumptions and
misrepresented facts. The barrage
of loaded headlines which
introduces Wile's polemic
foreshadows the often absurd
"logic" of his position. Far from

misusing the "Hopkins Name,"

the Office of the Chaplain is

largely responsible for much of

the respect and good feeling

which this university commands

in the Baltimore community and
beyond. Rather than address the
many complex and often painful

issues which confront the
university, Wile would prefer the
Chaplains Office sink in to the
more comfortable moral vacuum
which as already enveloped so
much of this institution.

Mr. Wile contends that the
Chaplain's Office should strive to
raise "spiritual issues" and
"promote the welfare of our
fellow man." Yet his conception
of these aims seems exceptionally
narrow. For instance Wile
opposes joint forums by
organizations such as the
Committee to Convert the
Applied Physics Lab (CCAPL).
Johns Hopkins is the number one
university "defense" contractor
in the country. CCAPL attempts
to focus the attention of the
Hopkins community on the very
real moral issues raised by this
involvement as a major weapons
producer. Wile clearly does not
believe that questioning our
university's involvement in the
development and mass
production of lethal weapons

helps to "promote the good of
our fellow man." Likewise, the
effort to expose the University's
profitable investments in South
Africa is equally irrelevant to
Wile's sterile conception of this
noble goal of promoting human
welfare.

Beyond his objection to the
Chaplain raising such "irrelevant"
and "political" issues, Wile
condemns the manner in which
these issues are presented. Wile's
description of the Chaplains
Office "brazenly proselytizing"' 
large numbers of Hopkins
students through messianic rallies
which prevent them from
evaluating the reasons behind the
arguments presented, is ludicrous
and almost comic. In fact, Dr.
Wickwire is often a lonely voice
on campus striving to remind us
of the tragic conditions which
confront so much of humanity.
Popular acceptance has never

been a precondition for Dr.

Wickwire, or his staff, as they

have tried to carry out this much
needed function. For instance,
Dr. Wickwire spoke out against

our nation's responsiblitiy for the

carnage in Southeast Asia, long

before the war was generally

perceived as wrong. Whether one

personally agrees with Dr.

Wickwire is not at issue. What is

important however, is that these

problems are brought to our

attention. For how can we

possibley strive to "promote the

good of our fellow man" if we

refuse to ask the central
questions of the human
condition simply because moral

choices are too "gooey" and

often painful. How much simpler

to sit "passively" while being

"exposed" to the "carefully

coordinated" presentations of
the University's Office of Public
Relations. In the past the
Administration has demonstrated
such moral foresight and has so
brilliantly promoted the "good
name" of our university by such
"apolitical" acts as granting an
honorary humanities degree to
the daughter of the progressive
Shah of Iran. One shudders at
Wile's Orwellian vision of a
university where all the
"difficult" moral questions are
presented in a "carefully
coordinated" fashion by Garland
Hall.

In addition to Mr. Wile's
dubious assumptions, his case
rests on a collection of
misrepresented facts which bring
his intellectual integrity seriously
into question. For instance Mr.
Wile charges that "Many groups
(he is only able to name two,
CCAPL and the New Political
Caucus) whose meetings are
co-sponsored by the Chaplain's
Office are apparently composed
largely of outsiders,..." While we
are not familiar with the
membership roll of the CCAPL
we can report that there is not
one member of the
New Political Caucus (NPC)
who is not directly connected
with this university. Wile also
reports that the recent apartheid
forum, co-sponsored by the
Chaplain's Office and the NPC
"... showed films produced by
organizations of questionable
objectivity." Of the two films
Mr. Wile is speaking about, the
first, "Last Grave at Dimbaza"
was largely financed by a number
of American denominations, at
the national level, and is most

Cont. on p. 5

letters to the editor
To the Editor:

It is a symptom of our times
that, the more crucial the issues
before us, the more likely we are
to sieze upon the most inane
controversies and permit their
continued existence through
thought, deed, and column
inches in the News-Letter. In
order that those who are
offended by the Student
Council's inability to spell not be
embarrassed by the expenditure
of time, effort, and verbiage
necessary to maintain the posture
of offendedness, I offer the
following:

Dear Mr. Berchielli and others
whose images suffer by
association with Hopkins:

Consider the possibility that
the Student Council does effect

us all. What was disguised as a
misspelling was, in fact, a
revealing Freudian slip. If we all
exist because the Student
Council made us exist, I, for one,
am not going to mess with these
folks. I am just going to be
grateful that they warned me.

Sincerely,
Margherite Williams

To the Editor:

I would like to comment on
your decision to publish an
article on fraternity hazing. I can
only assume this decision is an
editorial comment. by the
NEWS-LETTER against the
fraternity system. It can only
serve to generate bad publicity
for Hopkins frats and to scare

away potential pledges.
To the best of my knowledge,

this type of abuse mentioned in
the article has not occurred at
Hopkins. This is not to say that
"hazing" does not exist here.
However, we at Sig Ep (I cannot
speak for the other frats) do not
expect pledges to perform acts
that are inconsistent with the
normal behavior of brothers.
Next time the News-Letter

decides to publish news not
relevant to Hopkins, it should
also publish disclaimers so that
the said article cannot be
misinterpreted in ways
detremental to members of the
community.

Thank you,
Fredric Gallin

Pres.X4)E
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"Political," Chaplain's Office Serves A Purpose
Cont. from p. 4

widely distributed by the United
Methodist Church. The second
film "Rising Tide" was largely
financed by the United Nations
and is distributed mostly by the
Quakers. All of which are clearly
"questionable" organizations. It
is even more disturbing that Mr.
Wile chooses to characterize a
forum which he did not bother
to attend. Such
misrepresentation and outright
distortion, on Mr. Wile's part, is
most unfortunate and serves to
weaken his already tenuous
credibility. Further, Wile's
penchant for such factual
misrepresentation is particularly
troubling when one considers his
position as "News Editor" of this
paper.
The purpose of this piece was

only partially to rebut Wile's
argument. The other reason, to
which we will now turn, is to
present an alternative view of
what role the Chaplain's Office
should fill on campus. The
Chaplain does not and certainly
should not put forward the
particular doctrine of any one
denomination or even faith.
Rather, the Chaplain should
concentrate on developing one of
the most fundamental themes
common to all of the great
religions. In whatever manner it
is worded or whatever language it

is written this theme reduces to
that Mr. Wile mentioned,
specifically, "work to promote
the good of our fellow man" . In
other words the Chaplain should

News—Letter
Classifieds

SPANISH LESSONS translations by
experienced native teachers. All levels.
366-2056.

HAIRCUTS - Shampoo & Cond.
$6.50 Pamper Yourself Salon,
Carlyle Apts. 889-2359

TYPING TERM PAPERS, etc.
Expertly done on IBM Selectric.
Towson area, 321-1377.

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS!

American. Foreign. No experience

required. Excellent pay. Worldwide

travel. Summer job or career. Send

$3.00 for information. SEAFAX,

Dept. G-9 Box 2049, Port Angeles,

Washington 98362.

HOUSE - Charles Village - 2715

Howard St., 3 bedrooms, modern

plumbing, housepower, refinished

hardwood floors. Under $28,000

Grempler - Equal Opportunity

Broker 825-6400

USED MANUAL TYPEWRITERS

(3) Cheap. Will sell individually or

collectively. Ideal for students.

Vicinity Charles Village. Call

727-7800 9-5.

DATING!!! - The Eden Date is now

accepting (between Oct. 15 and

Oct. 27) applications for its dating

service between Hopkins, Goucher,

and Loyola. Enclose $8.00 and send

to Eden Date, c/o Spring Edits, Box

5 1 1, Baltimore, Md. Dates are

arranged at places of cultural

significance and places significantly

cultural.

BABYSITTER WANTED, my home

weekdays, 9-5. Kathy Foldes

383-3400, 823-0968.

ROBIN RASMUSSEN

GABER, D.D.S.

Announces The Opening Of Her
Office For The Practice Of

General Dentistry

5503 York Road
Baltimore, Md. 21212

1 Telephone 435,3130
Office Hrs. by Appointment

attempt to remind our grade
conscious community that the
world beyond our protected
walls is full of much pain and
tragedy as well as hope. To
understand the human condition
students must confront that
condition in all of its
complexities and dimensions.
The suggestion that this is best
accomplished in a cozy
"apolitical" wine and cheese party
is tempting but frankly morally
bankrupt and hipocritical. The
world out there is often not very
pretty to look at but
unfortunately the degree of
ugliness and inhumanity increases
rather than decreases our
responsibility to critically
confront that world in an
attempt to improve it.

This is not to argue that the
only function of the Chaplain's
Office is, or ever has been , to
become a sort of clearinghouse
for political or moral issues on
campus. Dr. Wickwire and his
small but resourceful staff offer
an amazing array of services and
programs for both the students
and the Baltimore community
beyond. Mr. Wile only chooses to
mention these activities in
passing, but they too
demonstrate the deep personal
commitment Dr. Wickwire has to
this university, the community
around it and the world beyond.
Aside from reminding us of the
real world outside, the Chaplain's
Office runs: a Coffee House
(Chester's Place) where everyone
can relax and enjoy the musical
talent of area artists; a tutoring..
program where many Hopkins
and Goucher students volunteer
their free time to help local
youngsters improve their reading

St. Paul Cleaners

32nd and St. Paul Streets

2354413

EXPERT

'Tailoring
Cleaning
Laundry
Leather

Repairing
Pressing
Suede
Shirts

FAST SERVICE!!!

STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE
HAS LOWEST STEREO
PRICES

Pioneer SX980 Receiver 8384
- 3300 . i table 8120.

Aka, CS702D Cassette $125.
Our Free Catalog has many more deals on

major brands, even lower prices on our
monthly specials sheet Send now and find
out how to buy current 67 98 list Ip's for
$3 69 Stereo Clearance House Dept BL24
1029 Jacoby St , Johnstown, Pa 15902
Phone Quotes 814-536-1611

Wanted:
Public Managers
A PANEL ON GRADUATE
MANAGEMENT TRAINING
FOR PUBLIC SERVICE

CAREERS

featuring representatives from:

Harvard's JFK School of Government

Yale School of Organization & Manag

Boston University School of Manag

Cornell Graduate School of Business

and Public Administartion

Seniors, Juniors, and Faculty from

all departments welcome.

and mathematical abilities as well
as improve their confidence in

'themselves; a regular Sunday
speakers series; a free university
for the community; and two film
series among other programs. In
addition to all of this Dr.
Wickwire is always available to
perform what is perhaps his most
important task - listening. He is.
always ready and willing to meet
individually with students, and
others, to discuss whatever
personal problems they might
have. If this alone was the only
activity Dr. Wickwire performed
it would be more than worth
the budget of his office.

In short then, we have argued
that our Chaplain's Office should
be everything it already is. That
is, a ministry for people, which
reaches out to cover everything
from the individual to the
troubling world we live in. If the
"welfare of our fellow man" is to
be promoted then we must be
made aware of the problems
which confront our fellow man,
wherever he or she may be.
However much we may wish to
the contrary, a large part of our
"fellow man" lives outside the
confines of this institution.
Therefore, if the Chaplain's
Office is to encourage us to
"promote the welfare of our
fellow man" it must be allowed
to draw our attention to the
plight of other people, whether
they be around the corner or
around the world, not matter
how painful to our individual and
collective conscience mentioning
that plight may be.
We come then to the

fundamental and inherent
contradiction and
unacceptability of Dan Wile's

SAFE
PORT
IN A

STORM
... ....,....„,,...,.____ ....•_ ismia 111111.

1.1.616asaasai nue

When you're cn rough
seas and you need a
sense of peace,

spending some time
here can help to
meet your need...

let you gain reassurance
of God's care,

a clearer concept of
who you are, and

stronger guidance as
to which way to go.
Here you'll find

the Bible—the chart
of life for so many
people. Science and
Health with Key to
the Scriptures by
Mary Baker Eddy—

a book that
illumines the Bible.
And much more.
The Reading Room
is here to help. We
hope you know it can
be your port, too.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
READING ROOM

3300 St. Paul Street
Hours: 10 am - 5 pm

daily

assumption. He assumes it is
possible to truly promote the
good of humanity while
remaining essentially "apolitical"
and ouside the realm of morality.
Unfortunately the task of
promoting the welfare of
humanity is, in the final analysis,
a very moral task and in our
increasingly complex world also a
political one. Because the cause
of "promoting the welfare of our
fellow man" seems suddenly
difficult (i.e. "gooey") and
potentially painful, there is a
certain attraction in perhaps
dropping the whole issue. Sadly
this is the essence of Wile's
effort, as is evidenced by his
meagre attempt to define politics
and morality out of his narrow
definition of what a Chaplain's

Office should be.
We can and should be thankful

that Dan Wile's concept of a
Chaplain's Office and figurehead
Chaplain is, as of now, only a
stagnant theoretical construction
and Chester Wickwire's
conception is a reality. In
addition it is assuring and
comforting that Dr. Wickwire is
adequately fulfilling one of his
goals - that is, raising current
world issues of morality as he
encourages us to promote the
welfare of all. For the very fact
that Mr. Wile chose to comment
at all is indicative that someone
actually pricked his conscience.
What he actually chose to say is
merely an indication of the
poverty of his own intellectual
intolerance.

ACADEMY AWARD
WINNER
BEST FOREIGN FILM

Simone
Signoret

in

MADAME
ROSA

am. 0 -woe

41:),

EXCLUSIVE

The Playhouse
CHARLES VILLAGE
25th at Charles-235-0430

The Johns Hopkins University
Office of Special Events presents

A Lecture/Workshop

"PROBLEMS IN
DAILY LIVING"
An illustrated lecture by

Valerie Lankford, M. A., Transactional
Educator and Clinician

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18 - 12 NOON
Garrett Room, M.S.E. Library

Homewood Campus - FREE Admission

 •

The Education Division of The Johns Hopkins University Evening College

and the Office of Special Events present

WEDNESDAY NOON SERIES

"LIBERATING THE CHILD IN THE
ADULT: HOW TO STOP THE
N GAMES PEOPLE PLAY"/

Susanne Breckel, Ph.D. and
John J. IVIalecki, Ph.D.,

Psychologists and codirectors of
Consultation Services Center,
The Diocese of Albany, N.Y.

The presentation will examine developmental issues of adulthood. There
;will be an opportunity for audience participation.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20 - 8:00 p.m.
Garrett Room, M.S.E. Library
J.H 11 Homewood Campus

TICKETS: $5.00 Regular Admission; $4.00 Full-time students and Senior
Citizens with ID (limited to the first 85 people who purchase tickets).
Tickets are available at the Office of Special Events, Shriver Hall, only!

THURSDAY, OCT. 26 at 11:30

a.m. Inquire at the Placement

Office, Garland Hall, J.H.U.
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Governor's Racp
Republican J. Glenn Beall: Is He Statehouse Material?

BY ROBERT R. RIGGS AND MARK J. SHUSTED

J. Glenn Beall served one term
as a Republican United States
Senator from Maryland between
1971 and 1977. Prior to that, he
was Minority Leader in the State
House of Delegates from 1963 to
1968, and a US. Representative
from 1969 until 1971.

News-Letter: What are the main
issues in this campaign?
J. Glenn Beall: Well, I think the
main issues in this campaign are
taxes, the crime issue; economic
development is a very topical
issue in Maryland because we've
had. a net loss of 41,000
manufacturing jobs in this state
in the years 1971 to 1975.

I think the management of the
government is a principal issue.
Who can best provide the
aggressive, firm leadership that is
necessary to apply some fiscal
discipline and at hte same time
move this state ahead with spirit
and vitality, because we're a state
that's rich in human and natural
resources and I think we're going
to have to have someone who is
going to convince the people that
they have a lot to be proud of
about being Marylanders and
therefore earn the respect of the
people of this state in their
government by having the spirit
and vitality that is necessary to
convince them that they are
getting their dollar's worth out of
the government for the dollar
they pay in taxes.

threat--and I think we should
respond to it even though
Maryland can't have Proposition
13 because of the nature of our
Constitution--then we have to
limit the amount of revenues
available to government. We have
to make sure that the money that
is being spent by government is
spent in a way so that the public
is convinced that the services of
government are being delivered in
an effective, efficient and
economical way.

N-L: Do you feel corruption
remains a primary issue for
Maryland politics?
Beall: According to the polls, it is
not. But on the other hand, I
think the public wants to respect
those people who are in
government and therefore I think
that the people who would lead
the government should have to
conduct the government in an
open fashion and I think the best
way to convince the public that
what's being done is being done
for their own good is to make
sure the government process is
open and I think one of the
problems we've had in this state
results from the fact that the
lines have been too tightly drawn
around the statehouse in.
Annapolis. There hasn't been
enough outreach to get people
from outside the political sphere
involved in the governmental
process.

Candidate Beall in a rare garrulous moment.

N-L: What do you think of
Proposition 13 in California and
tile so-called tax revolt?
Beall: Well, I think that
Proposition 13 is indicative ofi
the problem we have. Proposition
13, I contend, is an indication on
the part of the public not that
they are anxious to quit paying
taxes but that they are concerned
that they aren't getting their
dollar's worth of value out of the
dollar they pay in taxes. They
think their money is being
wasted, and that services are
being duplicated. Therefore, if
we're going to respond to this

I believe you have to open up.
I believe in sunshine laws. I've
always been an advocate at the
federal level of sunshine laws and
I think that to the extent'
possible decisions ought to be
made in public. In that way you
don't pose the threat of
corruption. Obviously, you have
to be ever-watchful of people in
government to make sure they're
conducting themselves in a
thoroughly honest way.
N-L: What policy do you favor
on state aid to higher education,
including specifically scholarship
programs such as the SSIG?

Beall: Well, I think the one fault
I find in Maryland's scholarship
program is that we still have a
certain number of political
scholarships in the state. I think
as soon as we can if it's
politically possible we ought to
do away with the so-called
Senatorial scholarships. I think
scholarships ought to be awarded
on the basis of need and merit,
and not on the basis of personal
friendship. I think that's the way
our scholarship program ought to
be designed.

As far as overall aid to higher
education is concerned, I think
the state has to be alert to the
necessity of making sure that
college is always an attainable
goal for those people who want
to take advantage of an
educational opportunity
regardless of their income or
social status. I think therefore
you should have loan programs
and scholarship programs readily
available for those people who
need them.

N-L: What do you think of the
conditions and prospects of the
Republican party nationwide?
Has it recovered from Watergate?
Beall: The condition hasn't been
too good; the prospects are
b etter. The condition is
improving. I know Senator
Brock very well, who is chairman
of the Republican National
Committee. As a matter of fact, I
talked to him the day before
yesterday. He and I served in the
United States Senate together.
He has an appreciation of what
we call nuts and bolts activities.
This means you have to go out in
the grass roots and organize
people where they live and get
them interested in the
governmental process and
political process. The
Republicans have not reached
out enough into the community.
I think the Republicans have had
good programs but they haven't
convinced the people of the
country that these were the
programs that were for their
good. I think you will find now
that Democrats are coming
around and embracing
Republican programs.
The mood of economy and

efficiency of government is
something the Republicans have
been talking about for a large
number of years. When I was in
Washington I used to constantly
argue with Senator Mondale who
sat across the table from me on
the Budget Committee about
how we ought to spend the
public's money. I was the guy
who was on what I considered to
be the efficient, effective
government side and he was of
the philosophy that you solved
all of the peoples' problems by
throwing more money at them.
But now these guys are reversing
their field. The public's caught
up with this philosophy and
doesn't like it any more and
they're coming around and
saying, "Oh, we have to do things
different ways." This is what
Republicans have been saying.
Therefore I think it's incumbent
upon Republicans to convince
the public that this is indeed the
case.

N-L: Do you see Richard Nixon
assuming the role of elder
statesman in the Republican
party?
Beall: No.

N-L: What measures should be
taken to relieve prison
overcrowding?
Beall: Obviously, the immediate
measure that should be taken is
providing more prison beds.
That's a very simplistic answer;
unfortunately, the building of a
prison in Maryland has become a
political football and decisions
that should have been made a
'couple of years ago and a prison
that should have been built by
now remains to be built. The
decision still hasn't finally been
made. I believe it's very
regrettable. It has certainly been
a black eye on the part of those
people who have been in charge
of the government that this has
been allowed to happen.

I think that the prison ought
to be built downtown in
Baltimore next to the existing
penitentiary and I think it's the
responsibility of the Governor to
get together with the corrections
officials, planners, engineers, and
others and suggest to them that
"this is where we're going to
build the prison, now come up
with a viable plan that's going to
serve the purposes for which it is
being built in an effective way."

N-L: Did the Sunpapers make
Harry Hughes?
Beall: Yes. I don't think he
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would have won the primary had
it not been for that endorsement.

N-L: What effect will media
endorsements have on the
campaign in the general election?
Beall: It remains to be seen. I
don't know. Actually, if you are
endorsed by the media you make
all of it that you can. If you
aren't, you downplay it as much
as possible. So it depends on
when and how strongly the
endorsements come. Obviously in
the primary it was a major factor
because the endorsement came so
early and gave credibility to a
candidate who wasn't being
considered seriously up to that
time. The endorsement came
four weeks in advance of the
election. Obviously there was
plenty of time for people to react
to that endorsement. If the
endorsement had come the
normal one week before the
election it probably wouldn't
have had that kind of impact.

N-L: Most media attention was
focused on the Democratic
challengers prior to the primary
election. Will the late primary
hurt your chances?
Beall: I think it helps our
chances. I've always been in favor
of a late primary. It does a
couple of things. First of all it
makes the elections cheaper. You
know one of the problems you
have in running for office these
days is raising sufficient funds.
I've always been in favor of
shortening these elections in our

Cont. on p. 7

J. Glenn Beall and Harry Hughes in recent forum
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Council Candidate Disqualified
Cont. from p. 1

Pansini admits that he lied, but
says the lie "was not grounds
enough to throw me off the
ballot...I made up a false excuse,
but it was just supposed to be
between me and Monroe.I didn't
say, Monroe, read this to the
forum.'... I thought that he
would have thrown me off
anyway (if Pansini told the
truth). I didn't want him to think
that I would not show up for
meetings. I had tickets (for the
Billy Joel concert) four weeks

ahead of time."
The first round of elections

was cancelled. The Constitution
calls for one more round of
elections only if more than five
candidates are running. The field
was narrowed to five with
Pansini's disqualification—the
only disqualification on the basis
of ethics that Zeffert remembers.

There are no official rules for
the disqualification of a
candidate; the Student Council
Elections Committee and the
Student Council exercise

discretionary power. Pansini
could, however, appeal the
decision at the next Student
Council meeting, scheduled for
last Wednesday evening, Zeffert
said Monday. Pansini was
unenthusiastic about appealing:
"I don't know how to appeal. If I
appeal, it's a wasted cause. Harry
(Lerner) said I wouldn't win the
appeal...The other four
candidates are good." The
Student Council cancelled the
Wednesday night meeting.

Beall Speaks On Baltimore, Colts
Cont. from p. 6

country. I read in the paper
today of the tremendous cost of
the Democratic primary. I think

if there is a short space of time in
which we have the campaigns it
does reduce the cost.

I think you're better able to
keep the public's attention.

think this primary has been going

on for the last year; the public
really didn't get into it until
about the last two weeks. In a
general election campaign,
however, when you have two
people running, one against the
other, and presumably you have
some opposing philosophies and
ideologies, then I think you can
really attract the public's
attention. I think we have an
eight-week period this year
between the primary and the
general election. I think that's
fine. I think that helps me rather
than hurts me because so far I've
been the one who's talking about
the issues and I'm waiting for my
opponent to suggest what he's
going to do if he's elected
Governor of Maryland and even
though he's had a year to talk
about all of this he hasn't talked
about it yet. Because we're
speaking specifically and he's
speaking generally I think it's
coming to my benefit.

N-L: Can you relate to Baltimore
City and its problems sufficiently
to attract its voters?
Beall: I'm from Western
Maryland, out in Allegheny
county. Although I've lived in

the Washington area in recent

years because I was in the federal

government, I certainly think I

can relate to Baltimore city and

its problems because sometimes

you're better off looking at

problems from outside than

inside. You will note that the

Baltimore Sun the day before

yesterday had an editorial that

commented on the good things

had been involved in for

Baltimore City when I was

United States Senator. These

included some area
redevelopment downtown; it

included the preservation of the

Public Health Service Hospital

over here just off the campus. I

was instrumental in having the

Social Security Building built

downtown, and I am also very

concerned about the

development of the port in doing

those things that are necessary to

maintain this port in a
competitive position in

comparison to ports up and

down the Eastern seaboard. I

think I have a very good

perception of Baltimore's
problems as a result of my
previous service and even though
I don't live here, and because I
don't live here, I'm in a better
position to evaluate the
problems, put a priority on them,
and do something about them.
One of the problems we've had

in this state results from the fact
that people in government in the
past have tended to pit Baltimore
against the state, and vice versa. I
think, as I said earlier, that we're
a state that is rich in human and
material resources and we ought
to build on each other's
strengths rather than emphasize
each other's weaknesses. I think
it's the job of a governor to build
a bridge between the various
regions of this state and I think
because I don't come from
Baltimore I can convince people
outside of Baltimore that
Baltimore is indeed the single
most important economic factor
in our state. Baltimore is the
economic hub of our state and
therefore people who don't live
in our state will have to be
concerned about the economic
and social viability of this city.

N-L: Later this year, the Colts
play the Redskins. Who will you
root for?
Beall: Well, I think I would wish
.both of them success.

N-L: And if the score should be
tied after four quarters with
overtime resulting?
Beall: I have fondness for each of
these teams. At .one time I held
season tickets to both teams but
I had to give that up because I
couldn't afford that. So I gave
them both up, as a matter of

fact. Then when I went to
Washington I got season tickets
for the Redskins' games because I.
happen to be closer, but more
recently I've been going to some
Cults' games. I don't think it's
necessary to take Sides even
though I must admit I have a
little bit of partiality for the
Colts.

N-L: Final question. The
overwhelming mnjority of voters
in Maryland are registered
Democrats. Who is going to vote
for you?

Beall: A lot of those
Democrats , and let me answer
that question quite seriously.
Look at the Democratic primary.
Although the Republicans only
have 20% of the registered voters,
in the Democratic primary, only
40% of those people registered as
Democrats took the trouble to
vote, and of those who voted
only 37% voted for the winner. A
little quick math therefore shows
you that over 80% of the voters
registered as Democrats either
didn't vote in the primary or
didn't vote for the winner. I
consider that a great pool of
voters that I can look to to get
some support, and so they are
the kind of people that I expect
to vote for me. I think on the
basis of the programs that I
present in the campaign in view
of the fact that they have
historically voted independently
of their party, and on the basis of
the fact that people in Maryland
basically want a change in
administrations, that we're going
to get a lot of support from that
80% and I think that's where I'm
going to win the election.

Home of the
10 MINUTE
OIL CHANGE
OUR ONLY BUSINESS

WBE, OIL & FILTER
MOST
AMERICAN
AND FOREIGN
CARS

$9 9 5

PLUS
TAX

PLUS FREE UNDERHOOCI R.U10 CHECX

FEATURING
PENNZOIL
10"I-40

1025 WEST 41st ST. 235-6336
BETWEEN FALLS ROAD & ROLAND AVENUE

1/4 MILE WEST OF ROTUNDA MALL

The Johns Hopkins University
Office of Special Events presents

"FROM STRESS TO

HIGH-LEVEL WELLNESS"

A multi-media presentation with emphasis on skills for taking full
responsibility for one's health, including nutrition, physical !

awareness and stress control.

by John W. Travis, M.D., M.P.H.
Director, W ellness Resource Center,

Mill Valley, California

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26

7:30 P.M.
Garrett Room, M.S.E. Library
J.H.U. Homewood Campus

Tickets are $3.00 for all. Available at the Office of Special Events,
Shriver Hall. For more info call 338-7157

Tutoring Thesis Advisor

STATISTICS
Research Consultation

Dr. Kalish I- 384-4866

What would Socrates
think of O'Keefe?

If you question long enough and deep enough, certain truths about
O'Keefe become evident.
It has a hearty, full-bodied flavor. It is smooth and easy going down.
And, the quality of its head is fact rather than philosophical
conjecture.
We think there's one truth about O'Keefe that Socrates would not
question: Its too good to gulp. As any rational man can taste.

O'Keefe
Golden Ale
It's tool good to gulp.

41,

Imported from Canada by Century Importers, Inc New York, NY
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Pulitzer Prize winning author
and journalist Frances Fitzgerald
will provide a Vietnamese
perspective of the Vietnam War •
in The MSE Symposium's fourth0
program Monday at 4:00 pm in
Shriver Hall. Ms. Fitzgerald is the
author of "A Fire in the Lake:A

Fitzgerakl In Symposium Monday '
which won the Pulitzer Prize, the
National Book Award, and the.
Bancroft Prize for History. Her
freelance articles about Vietnam
during her ten month stay there
in 1966 won her the 1967
Overseas Press Club Award for
interpretation of foriegn affairs.'

Nathans, Smith Are First Laureates
To Receive Prize While At JHU

Cont. from p. 1

first JHU faculty members to
receive the Medicine Prize while
still affiliated with Hopkins. A
number of past recipients have
either studied or taught at
Hopkins before their
international recognition. They
include Dr. Thomas Hunt Morgan
(1933), the first American-born
biologist to get the Medicine and
Physiology Award, for his work
on the relationship between
chromosomes and heredity; Drs.
George R. Minot and George H.
Whipple in 1934 for discovering
that eating liver could help
alleviate anemia; and Drs. Joseph
Erlanger and Herbert Spencer
Gasser (1944) for investigating
the "highly differentiated
functions of single nerve fibers."

University President Dr.

Experimental Core Curriculum
To Broaden Intellectual Abilities

Cont. from p. 1
attitude is more important than
any course description`.`Every-
one involved is very excited."
The courses are aimed

primarily at freshmen and
sophomores. "We believe it is
best to broaden their education
as early as possible," Feldman
said. Changes will be made after
the first year if it is found that
the presentations are either above
or below the level of most
students. Entry for the classes
will be limited so as to maintain a
low student teacher ratio.
Prospective students will be
interviewed by the professors in
charge.

Feldman emphasized that the
classes will not be "guts." His
own course will be less intensive
than other science courses. For
that reason, he will discourage
science majors from taking the
class. Nevertheless, students will
be expected to master enough
mathematics and physics to be
able to solve problems. "I want

students to be able to look at a
mountain and know why it is as
high as it is," Feldman said.
The science courses will deal to

some extent with applications of
knowledge. The humanities
courses are less directly
applicable, but Dr. Ranum said
he believed that those courses,
too, would be of practical value.
"We didn't consider immediate
practicality or relevance. .We
don't intend to bring the great
truths of Western Civilization to
bear on solving the problems of
the city of Baltimore.
Nevertheless, the issues we will
cover have a direct relation on
students' lives."

The project is funded by a
grant from the Mellon
Foundation. It is part of an
exploration of the possibility of
establishing a core curriculum for
undergraduates. The courses to
be offered, however, are not that
curriculum. "It is not the
intention of the committee to
make these courses required,"

The Johns Hopkins University

Office of Special Events presents

DIRECT FROM WALES

"PATRICK BRONTE,

MASTER OF HAWORTH "
one-man show based on the life and observations of the father

of Emily, Charlotte and Anne Bronte. The story of the Bronte
.family is equal in emotional power to any of their own novels.

WITH WELCH ACTOR
RAY HANDY

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
8:00 P.M.

Garrett Room, Milton S Eisenhower Librart.
The Johns Ihmkini University flomewwod Callum%

Feldman said.
One of the prospective core

offerings, entitled "Human
Beings and Their Societies:
Modes of Inquiry From
Philosophy, History and the
Social Sciences ,"' was described
in a preliminary outline prepared
by the faculty committee.

"This will be a four-credit
course, with two hours of lecture
and two of discussion section per
week. Enrollment will be limited
to forty students ."

Steven Muller was not able to

attend the press conference
because of an engagement in
Washington. His prepared
statement, read by Provost Dr.
Richard Longaker, said, "I speak
for the entire Johns Hopkins
community in expressing to
Doctors Daniel Nathans and
Hamilton Smith our
congratulations and admiration
for the extraordinary
achievements in S.cience and
medicine which have won for
them the coveted Nobel Prize.
While former Johns Hopkins
faculty members and alumni have
been Nobel laureates, Doctors
Nathans and Smith are the first
current faculty members to
receive this esteemed award and
thus we are especially proud of
the distinction they bring not
only to themselves but to Johns
Hopkins as well."

Dr. Richard Ross, Dean of the
Medical School, said, "We've
always placed a high premium on
biomedical research in the
acquisition of knowledge. The
Nobel Prize is the supreme
recognition of this. We have

always regarded basic research as
the ultimate solution for medical
problems."

Nathans came to Hopkins in
1962 as an assistant professor of
microbiology and became
director of the department ten
years later. His work with DNA
has brought him wide
recognition, leading to the US
Steel Foundation Award in
Molecular Biology in 1976. He
was selected for the $5000
reward by the National Academy
of Sciences. The following year
he was elected to membership in
the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences.

Dr. Smith graduated from the
Hopkins Medical School in 1956
and returned to the Med School
in 1967 as an assistant professor

of microbiology. He was
promoted to full professor in
1973.

Nathans praised the "freedom
for scientific inquiry" which he
found at Hopkins, and said the
University has "the right
atmosphere for its tradition of
excellence that makes the
difference in scientific work."

Women Show Sexual Rage
On the heels of research

showing that pornography can in
fact make some men more
violent in their attitudes toward
women comes research suggesting
that women, too, become more
aggressive when sexually aroused.

Engineers Need New Facilitte.
Cont. from p. 1

not easily be applied to other
areas of the University. The
school is designed to maintain an
economic independence. "We
will not co-opt space or funds"
from other divisions,commented
Vande Linde.

Development of the School
will create needs for improved
and expanded facilities. Plans call

Free
Pregnancy

Prompt, confidential

help, including birth
control and abortion
services.

41,fri
•

Baltimore, Maryland

788-4400

for the renovation of existing
space, as funds become available.
Dean VandeLinde also said
free some space which could
become available to other
departments including those in
the School of Engineering.
Solicitation of funds from
corporations is being considered
to provide for a new Engineering
building.

Zodiac News Service reports
that Purdue University
psychologist Robert Baron
conducted experiments with
women whohad been made angry
and were shown "erotic
materials.' The women were
more willing to give more severe
electrical shocks to other

S volunteers than were women who
were also angered, but not shown
the materials.

Science News thinks the
research, described in a paper
written for the American
Psychological Association, is the
first documented suggestion that
sexual arousal and aggression are
related in women. A recent study
by Ed Donnerstein of the
University of Iowa illustrated the
same relation in men.

OtT1,9,
841 JAZZ e's
B ND

THE EFFECT UPON THE AUDIENCE IS DEVASTATING

DIRECT FROM NEW ORLEANS
Presented by The Johns Hopkins University Office of Special Events.
Saturday, November 11, 1978 - 8:00 p.m. - Shriver Hall, Homewood
Campus. Tickets $7.00 Regular; $5.50 Full-time students and Senior
Citizens with ID. Available: JHU - Union Desk, The Union & Special
Events, Shriver. Mail only to Special Events, Johns Hopkins U., Balt.,
Md. 21218, & enclose self-addressed, stamped envelope with check.
Student and Senior Citizens rates require "in person" purchasing with
ID card.

TICKETS: Regular - $4.00; Full-time students with ID and Senior

Citizens with ID - $3.00 For more information call 338-7157.
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Representative

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

to be on campus

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26

Graduate study information- all fields of

Letters, Arts & Sciences

Special emphasis on Natural Sciences

Contact Placement Bureau
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PORTS Of CAR TRAVEL,  INC.
(foRmERly bURCh TRAVEL)

3900 N. ChARIES ST. 467-3900

NOW ACCEPTING
THANKSGIVING AND

CHRISTMAS RESERVATIONS

ICELANDIC AIR TICKETS

,SKI TOURS
CHARTERS
CAR RENTALS
HOTEL RESERVATIONS

STUDENT EURA IL-PASS
AMTRAK
INTERNATIONAL &
DOMESTICS AIRLINE
TICKETS

A full service travel agency providing personal and professional

attention for all needs. AVOID THE HOLIDAY RUSH MAKE

YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLVI!!.

y at 11:00 A.M.

NEWS-LETTER PA(7P

PAID
RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS

Volunteers needed to participate in a vaccine research study at the Center for
Vaccine Development, University of Maryland School of Medicine (Baltimore). Two
part study:

1) Outpatient - month of November, two short out-patient visits a week to
University Hospital for 4 weeks to receive vaccine. (paid approximately
5155.00 for completition)

2) Inpatient - 14 days (Jan. 2 through Jan. 16, 1979) in dormatory-like ward at
University Hospital (paid approximately 5350.00).

For rompletition of both parts of study approximately 5500.00.

Studies are part of ongoing studies of Cholera vaccine at the Center for Vaccine
Development. All volunteers must be in good health and at least 18 years of age.
Accepting Volunteers now. For more information about this and other studies call
528-5328 as soon as possible.

It was America's #1 bestseller. „t
Now it's the year's most
captivating movie, adventur9,
but only tomorrow... only Ai
Baltimore can you see it
ahead of the whole country.

Exclusive
Sneak Preview 44,
at 8:00pm.

0

A/ AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES Release PG

SEE IT WITH
"CARNAL KNOWLEDGE"

• t.BEFORE OR AFTER THE • •
SNEAK PREVIEW • •

SHOWING ONLY AT
Levering Hall
Listening-Viewing Room
The Johns Hopkins University

cROTUNDA
40th STREET
& KESWICK RD 235-1800
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Mike Hill, former editor-in-chief of the Johns Hopkins"

News-Letter, has made it into big-time Baltimore media.

lie is currently the T. v. critic fOr the Baltimore Evening

Sun.

Mike Hill's graduating class at Hopkins (1972)

straddled two decades. It not only saw the end of the

fervor of the Sixties, but also the arrival of women at

Hopkins, the installation of the Young Trustee program

by Milton Eisenhower, and as Mike puts it, "the Golden

Age of the News-Letter."
"The News-Letter was not only my major memory; it

dominated my life," Hill said. "As an editor I put in

50-60 hours a week, either working or down at the office.

I was oriented to the News-Letter office. I was known

on campus as the News-Letter Editor, and I always wore a

black cowboy hat. I never went anywhere without it.

Everyone knew me by it.

"I guess why I got so involved was because of the

positive ego response. You'd get something printed, and

people would tell you it was good. I was going to be a

student Politico, but then I realized that I could have

more power on campus with the News-Letter."
Hopkins is famous for having its students identified,

classified, ranked and processed according to what

department calls them its own. Either the first, second, or

third question freshmen pose to each other is "what's

your major?" In some cases, it's more important than a

name. How many other schools ask that you apply into a

majoriNo matter how the question of departmental

ranking is approached, the academic hierarchy at Hopkins

is 'lard to avoid.

This academic status game has been intensified

recently. A firN years ago, it was not the most important

element of the Hopkins undergraduate existence. For FM

there was more to be obtained in a college education than

academics.

"I majored in Social and Behavioral Area Science. How

did I choose that? Well, I sat down one day in my Junior

year, looked at a catalog, and it was the major that I

qualified for. Basically, I had to get a degree. I took some

courses I liked, some that I didn't. And 1 hustled a lot of
courses.

"Hopkins is good for that The professors assume you

know what you want to do, and they let you do it:

particularly if you play the game.

"Playing the game is doing what's required. YOU learn
what the professor wants and you do it Of course, if

there are courses you are interested in, take them:'

For Hill, this way of approaching classes worked. He

was speaker at his graduation, and also elected to the

position of Young Trustee upon graduation in 1972.

"I was elected, or maybe, pseudo-elected. I knew a lot

of people, signed up, got chosen."

"I had good experiences while I was on the Board. The

least that I got out of it was an interesting experience, and

the most was that I contributed something, at least I hope

I contributed something. I learned a lot about how

colleges and businesses operate, and how the Board

doesn't have much to do with the running of the school.

"Between'72 and '761 had a lot of contact with Muller.

1 had known a lot of people with the two classes below

me, but after that, the lost contact with the students

bothered me. I tried to represent the students. They

didn't know what the Board thought, and what seemed

malicious to the students at the time actually came from

ignorance."

But the Hopkins of 1972 is not the Hopkins of today

OUR BAC]
by Christy Jo A

-0001ftin

according to Hill.

"I am amazed with the preoccupation with the GPA

and jobs. We knew all that was going on with pre-meds,
but that feeling didn't dominate the consciousness of the

campus. It was a heady time to be on-campus. So much

was going on here. That's what we were concerned with.
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"The people who in our time were organizing

demonstrations are organizing movies now. The campus

was not the social scene it is now; that stuff didn't exist.

In 1970 Hopkins went co-ed. The first year it was just

transfers and commuting freshmen. The most depressing

thing was that we had cheerleaders. That was the worst

day. thing. I thought the j e was above cheerleaders. We
molookrommiimummimmEme. 
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worked so hard for co-eds, and we got cheerleaders."

Somewhere, though, there is a middle ground between

the fervor of the paper chase and disco night. There is

an academic environment conducive to learning.

"Hopkins doesn't put up with bullshit, or at least it

didn't. It's a straightforward place. There are very smart

et4te .rpes
120E0 • e.

s

people around. You just can't think sloppily. You pay to
come here and be surrounded by smart people for four
years, not for the classes. I learned from other people,
interesting people, especially on the News-Letter."

Hill came out of Hopkins relying on that interaction
with people, and not his behavioral area major. During the
summer of his junior year, he worked as an intern for the
Sunpapers; he then worked as a stringer his junior and
senior years. After his graduation Hill became a county
reporter for the Sun; he was later promoted to feature
writer and,finally, T.V. Critic.

Hill is also the rookie coach of the Hopkins
cross-country team. In previous years he joined the
practices in an effort to prepare for his own participation
in distance races.
"I had been out with the team for a couple of years,

and on the NL I worked on the sports coverage. I thought
it could improve. And I've always been a lacrosse fan.
"I do things with the team that I think will work. If I

had to turn them into marathoners, it would not be so hard
as having one month to train them to run six miles.
"I started running in high school. I was very slow, but I

did have an interest in distance running. While I was in
school at Hopkins, I was in a state of physical
degeneration. But I started playing pick-up basketball in
my junior year. I started running in December 1973, after
I saw my first marathon. I said that I'd run one the next
year. Actually, I ran one ten months later, the New York
City marathon in 3:23. Then I ran the Maryland
Marathon in 2:58, Boston in 2:45, and that year I also ran

Tom Schiller is a student

at the Johns Hopkins

Bologna Center

two 50 mile races. My best marathon was the Marine Corp
Marathon last November. I finished 37th with a time of
2:34.
"I think that I started because it was the only sport I

could be decent in. I'm not quick, I can't jump. I have the
right body build, but it's amazing, I never thought I'd
have the discipline."

Throughout the history of the Hopkins undergraduate
some things have remained the same. There will always be
a high, level of academic performance and a corresponding
stability, both of which the school fosters.
"The things which have remained the same here is that

the students don't get led into trouble. They have always
thought about things first. In the Sixties all of us did
things against the war. We were all rich white kids. We
could have gotten out of the draft if we had to. We did
things because we thought they were right. It was a spirit
which flourished here at a place like Hopkins, and that's
just not present here anymore. It's just not in the air like
it used to be.
"Jobs weren't that easy, but we knew that things

would work themselves out. There was a war going on,
things to be done, a News-Letter to get out. And for most
of us it did work out.

"That's why I'm surprised, with running being such a
big thing, that we don't have more people out for the
team. It's a product of the grade consciousness. It's a
shame really. People are missing doing something they
enjoy. You're only going to be in college once. You
should be out to enjoy it. I certainly did."
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Luce Describes Philippine,Taiwanese Oppression

Cont. from p.3
rights have been imprisoned, and
former domestic repression has
resumed.
- According to Luce, "we are
driving people who once believed
in pacifist resistance into armed
struggle. I spoke to a woman

whose four children had been
arrested at the University for
political dissent. She said,`It is
clear to us that oil is more

important to President Carter
than our children.

During a recent visit to Manila,

•

Luce was invited to join all the

mother superiors of Catholic

convents in a demonstration

protesting the violation of human

rights by the government and the

establishment of U.S. military

bases. "There were 500,000
people there, many of them

students, just milling about. A

nun threw open the convent
windows and started speaking

through a bullhorn about the

imprisonment of a Father

DeLatouris. We passed the

bullhorn around for about two

GRADUATE STUDENT
PLACEMENT INTERVIEWS

I 18, Oct. Smith, Kline & French Labs
I 30, Oct National Security Agency

31, Oct Computer Sciences Corp.
31, Oct General Research Corp.

I Graduate students in their last year of study are

encouraged to participate in the October and

November Business, Industry and Government

recruiting season. For more information, please come

to the Placement Bureau, Rm. 135 Garland Hall.

UNDERGRADUATE EMPLOYMENT

25, Oct

IN (for Selected Majors)

Procter & Gamble Corporation

hours. When we went to leave,

we found ourselves surrounded

by the military police.
"A couple of the nuns asked

me to go with them and talk to

the police, to try and keep

anyone from getting hurt. The

leader, a colonel, saw that I was

an American. He said, 'Don't

worry--I studied at Fort Bragg.'

Then he ordered his troops to

fire water cannons at myself and

the nuns. The water comes out of

these cannons at tremendous

speeds and it knocked the nuns

down and spun them over and

over along the ground.
"Then policemen started

beating the students. The nuns

were throwing their arms around

people who were being beaten te

try to protect them. When it was

over, the nuns were going around

tending the more severely

wounded and picking up the

scattered wooden shoes. I

remember that with their soaked

habits clinging to their tiny

bodies, they looked like birds in

an oil slick."
Luce also spoke about the

government in Taiwan. "People

don't hear much about the

government in Shanghai--we tend

to think that problems in Taiwan

should be handled by the people

SIfidisCATir

77:44/'
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(finkl • if • er • us ), adj. of or pertaining to functional fashion; the

classic look of Finkelstein's clothing, used to describe males

and females who insist on Finkelstein's of Thwson for all their

casual clothes. i.e. He is very hnkenlerousl

themselves. Taiwan is 85%

Taiwanese, and 15% Chinese.

These at e exactly the same

proportions as exist in South

Africa--yet we don't say the

problems there should be solved

by the whites."
"Those who govern Taiwan are

the same people who were

elected in 1947. The average age

of the legislators is 74. When

Chiang Kai-Shek's son was

elected president last sprirg,

some of those who voted were

wheeled in on stretchers with

I.V. bottles dangling above. One

legislator recently got lost in the

city he'd lived in for 30 years. He

was found wandering around two

days later. These people are

making laws for all of Taiwan.

Luce discussed the

involvement of multinational

corporations in Taiwan. "U.S.

factories have achieved an

economic miracle there--based cri

the blood, sweat and tears of
T a i w a nese
children--girls--between the as
of 10 and 14."

Luce visited several factories in
Taiwan. Although he was not

allowed to take pictures or speak

to workers, he was given a guided
tour of one factory by its
manager. This man told Luce
that the only men in the factories

are police and managers.
According to this individual,

factories exclusively employ

young girls because "they are

more docile and obedient than

boys, and they work cheaper."

Luce estimates the average salary

of a Taiwanese factory worker is

$50 a month, as compared with

$900 per month for similar work

in the United States. According
to him, U.S. multinationals must

save $5.1 million a year by

operating out of Taiwan on labor

alone.
Luce spoke with several

workers. "I met one girl who had

a finger cut off by a factory

machine. In the United States she

could have sued the company for

a million dollars. In Taiwan all

she got was bus fare home." He

continued: "When the factories

suffered a labor shortage

recently, the President of Taiwan

obligingly closed down the

schools a month early."
After closing his talk with a

poem written by a Vietnamese

political prisoner, Luce
responded to questions from the

audience. One person asked if he

,could see any counter-force
working against the entrenched

powers in the countries he had

been discussing.
"I've seen several hopeful

things," Luce said. "Tom Harkin,

a representative out of Iowa, is

one of several Congressmen

considering legislation which

would control the way we

exploit workers all over the

world. This legislation might take

the form of a ban on importation

of goods produced under

exploitative conditions.

MANAGE
YOUR OWN
AIRPORT.

The Navy flies more .aircraft than any other branch of the

service. So it needs more men to keep 'em flying.

Aeronautical Engineering Duty Officer is what we call

them. Their specialty is aviation maintenance management

—everything from logistics to personnel supervision, from

computer operations to budget administration.

Ask about the Navy's AEDO Program. If you can handle

an airfield at sea, you can handle an airfield anywhere.

Lieutenant Steve Yuhas

Telephone 436-2072

Toll-free 800-492-0326

AREAS FINEST

IIAIRCUTTINg

by ROSE q01CIMAN

buy NATIIEWITCh

EitEEN ciwiN

3333 N. ChARtES

NEXT TO WO1MAN
hALE

(lXII FOR AppoiNTmENTs: 338-1126

HAIR STUDIO
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The Senior Class Film Series presents...

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

CLIFF ROBERTSON

Friday & Saturday Shaffer 3
Oct. 13 & 14 Admission $1.00 I
S & 10 p.m. Seniors $ .75

THE DAY OF THE JACKAL 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY OCTOBER 15 & 14

SHRIVER HALL. ADMISSION - $1.00

As citA,ILY
CO-STARRING CLAIRE BLOOM

1 AT MIDNIGHT]

SPONSORED BY SIG EP FRATERNITY

1111111111111•11111•1111INIMMIIIIIIIIIENIMINIIMMIm•Immm.m....I.Ima

Admission $1.00
Friday, October 27

12:00 Midnight

AND COSTUME CONTEST

Admission $1.50

for film &contest

Saturday, October 28

12:00 Midnight

1st Place

2nd Place

Grand Prize

Best Costume from a character in the film "Rocky

Horror Picture Show". Prize includes $25, Case of

Beer, Rocky Horror Album, Free Admission to see

"Rocky Horror Picture Show".

Second Best Costume from a character in "Rocky

Horror Picture Show". Prize includes $15, Case of

Beer, Free Admission to see "Rocky Horror Picture

Show".

Best Halloween Costume of all perticipants. Prize

includes $50, Case of Beer, Free Admission to

"Rocky Horror Picture Show".

ill participants must register before Oct. 27. Call 338-8188 for details.

The Johns Hopkins University, Charles & 34th Sts., Bait., Md.

from the producers of HESTER STREET

FRIDAY OCT. 13 SATURDAY OCT. 14
SHRIVER HALL

7:30 & 10:00 P.M.
ADMISSION $1.00

The New Ambrosia

SiOecoalk Baccet
(in the Rathskeller)

 MENU 

MonOag 10/16

Coave45 Roast Beef

(aa jas anO gaaog)

Taeseoag, 10/17

Taakey with Gaaog

WeOnesOag, 10/18 Pizza

TbaRsOag, 10/19

CaRoe6 Roast Beer

(aa jas anO gravy)

FalOag 10/20 Deli

serving Lunch

11:30 to 2:00
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Interiors vs. Exteriors

Pro
BY CATHY BATTAGLIA

Interiors is Woody Allen's introspective portrait of an
American family trapped by the rigid discipline of their
own emotionless rationalism.

Arthur (E.G. Marshall), the head of the family, is the
only character who is not driven by an artist's
inner-vision. Eve (Geraldine Page), the mother of this
talented brood, is an interior designer. Of her three
daughters, Renata (Diane Keaton), the oldest, is a poet
who has married a novelist incapable of accepting or
competing with his wife's success; Flyn (Kristin Griffith),
an aspiring actress who has come to an impasse in her
career; and the youngest daughter, Joey (Marybeth Hurt)
has the spirit of an artist but is lacking an outlet for her
creativity. (This is eventually resolved because Interiors is
her creation, a product of her own unique vision).

Cont. on p.15

Con
BY BILL NEWLIN

Woody Allen's first attempt at a serious movie,
Interiors, is clumsy, mawkish, cliche-ridden and, above all,
stagnant. Hopelessly melodramatic, the film is a parody of
itself.

The plot is simple: three sisters, all living away from
home, react strongly to the news of their parents.
separation and subsequent divorce. When the father
decides to remarry, mama disintegrates. And during the
honeymoon at the family beach house, (with all three
sisters in attendance), tht Rejected Wife arrives
unexpectedly, stands motionless in the doorway for five
minutes listening to her favorite daughter castigate her for
her sins, then walks slowly and solemnly into the ocean,
drowning without a word.'

Of course, the sisters (Diane Keaton, Kristin
Griffith and Marybeth Hurt) each have problems of their

own. The eldest (Keaton) leads a particularly tortuous
existence: successful as a writer herself, she must
constantly reassure her alcoholic novelist husband
(Richard Jordan) that she does not consider him a failure.
He refuses to accept her encouragement and,
overwhelmed by his creative agony, tries unsuccessfully to
seduce the younger sister (Griffith), saying, "I haven't
made love to a woman I didn't feel inferior to for six
years."
So much for the action. What's wrong with this film?
Simply put, Interiors is nothing but a large, abortive

cliche. The trauma of separation, the fragility of family
ties, the destructive competitiveness of spouses working in
the same field--these are all familiar, overworked themes.
That doesn't mean they shouldn't be explored--but Allen
treats his subject matter with all the subtlety of King
Kong.

Cryptic statements. Cutting replies. Pregnant pauses.
Emotional tirades. All mixed together,against a
background of bare scenery, innumerable close-ups and
abrupt scene changes.

At one point, the camera focuses on Keaton's hand,
pen to paper. The hand crosses out one word, substitutes
another, crosses that one out, substitutes another, then
suddenly crumples up the paper and flings it aside.
Writing is torture. Only I saw exactly the same scene in
Julia last summer, and it didn't work then, either.

Another example of Allen's clumsiness is illustrated by
the photo which appears on this page. Here in the
News-Letter it doesn't seem so bad; but imagine seeing it
(and another, similar wedding shot) prolonged for 20
seconds on the screen while all three actresses strain to
avoid batting an eyelash. It's nauseatingly trite.

Perhaps Allen's problem is that he is reacting too
strongly against his own comic heritage. Determined to
make a serious film, he ends up just being grim. All the
characters in Interiors are tight-lipped. Stern. Forbidding.
They stalk purposefully across the screen, eyes dead
ahead, jaws locked. None of them show any signs of
having a sense of humor.

This kind of apocalyptic intensity is nearly impossible
to sustain, and once it's been disrupted each new catharsis
is not moving--only comical.

In fact, as I was leaving the theater a man behind me
said to his wife, "That's the funniest Allen movie I've ever
seen." While I would have to disagree with his analysis
(personally 1 prefer Bananas) his point is well taken: Allen
should stick to comedy.

Olufunmilayo

rhe Muffins A Generation

Iptertaimpept Doonesbury Interiors

Between The Lines

Doonesbury's Greatest Hits Is
Campus Life And Much More

BY ROS RESNICK

Trudeau, G.B. Doonesbury's Greatest Hits. Holt,

Rhinehart, and Winston. New York. Available at the Book
Fair. $7.95.

Archibald Cox, Sam Ervin, John Sirica, and
"Woodstein" share one thing in common: they all went
out with Watergate. The "Doonsbury" comic strip,
another Watergate fixture, has managed to survive that

era. It remains funny and relevant here in the late 1970's.
Trudeau's Greatest Hits the sequel to the Chronicles,

spans the years 1975-1978. As its title suggests, the

book's structure is musical. Unlike the Chronicles, which
interspersed the sets of cartoons with a running
commentary on the Watergate scandal, Greatest Hits
splices adapted orchestra programs between the chapters.

Trudeau has become more sophisticated, both in his

drawing, wit, and characterization, perhaps this is why he

chose classical music as his theme. The "overture" by
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arch-conservative William F. Buckley, Jr. adds distinction
and delightful irony. According to Buckley, "Those in
search of the meaning of humane letters need go no
further than to Doonesbury." The era of the socially
conscious comic strip has arrived.
"Doonesbury" began in the early seventies as an

extension of Trudeau's campus comic strip for the Yale
newspaper. The gags centered around a few students at a

New England university. Typical humor was Mike ineptly
trying to make it with a dumb blonde. With Watergate,
"Doonesbury" found itself at the right place at the right

time - and exploited the opportunity. Many Americans

stopped reading the double-talk on the front pages and

turned inward to the tongue-in-cheek honesty of this

comic strip. Trudeau made the cover of Time and won a

Pulitzer prize.
Since that time "Doonesbury's" cast of characters has

expanded and shifted emphasis, but the old crew still

remains. The students living on the commune, Zonker,

Mike, BD, and Boopsie, have held a '60's party and talk
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with Zonker's plants. Joanie Caucus has graduated from
law school, aided a congressional campaign, moved in
with Post reporter Rick Redfern, and become a Koreagate
special investigator. Trudeau's most popular newcomers,
WASP Congresswoman Lacey Davenport and rock star
Jimmy Thud pucker,are both spin-offs from Ginny Slade's,
unsuccessful election bid. So all events, personal and
political, blend together. Even Duke, the John
Denver-hater formerly of Rolling Stone, who ascends the
diplomatic ladder from Samoan governor to Chinese
ambassador, is Zonker's uncle - and a member of the
"Koonesbury" family.

Tureau's digs at television and "minute journalism"
retain their importance in the strip. Here's Sixty Minutes'
Dan Rather taking a look at dubious Congressional
hiring practices•
"Does everybody else do it'? We asked Melvin Reese,
noted critic and veteran capitol hill observor...'
"No, Dan of course everybody doesn't do it! Many do,

Cont. on p. 15
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American Muffins: Good And Crisp
BY STEPF1EN BARR

On their advertisement, the music of The Muffins was

described as Dada Jazz. This made me anticipate a

surrealistic experience; I expected musical conventions

would be exploded. But while the explosion of The

Muffins was loud, it was not always on target. Still,

although The Muffins will probably never catch on

commercially, theirs is an art form that should be listened

to and reckoned with.
That is exactly what Monday night's audience in the

L-V room did. In sharp contrast to Dada audiences in the

early part of this century who were prone to riotous

disturbances, the Muffins' crowd of 70 people was very

receptive.
The make-up of the band is similar to that of a

traditional jazz quartet. Tom Scott (not of the L.A.

Express) plays many varied wind instruments, including

clarinets, saxophones and flutes. Dave Newhouse plays

electric piano and synthesizer, and doubles on some wind

instruments. These two musicians are supported by Billy

Swann on bass and Paul Sears on percussion. The band

originated four years ago, and are based in Rockville,

Maryland. They have released four albums, and have more

on the way. These albums have a very strong international

reputation, especially in England, but their following in

America is not as large. Last Sunday, though, at the Zoo

Festival for International New Music in New York, The

Muffins received the greatest response from a crowd that

included 'everyone' in progressive music.
Their concert Monday night also was worthy of

attention. The Muffins were best when their music was

'traditional', when it had a beat. (A supporter of

progressive music would claim that this is the

narrow-minded opinion of one who cannot accept music

Ai TIN Bijou)
A Generation-- This is the first film in Andrzej

Wadja's informal trilogy dealing with the World War II

resistance movement. This is his first film, and ha.,,

heralded as the start of serious cinema in post-war

Poland. The film is neo-realistic and intensely

expressionistic, and although about Leftist resistance

fighters, it is never trapped into social realist bathos. The

other two films in the trilogy, .Kanal and Ashes and

Diamonds, will be shown later this semester. Reel World.

Between the Lines-- Set in present-day Boston, this film

is about a group of friends who work together at an

alternative weekly newspaper. Their struggle against a

communications conglomerate provides the background

for comedy and romance. The film includes music by

Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes and Graham

Parker and the Rumour. Weekend Wonderflix.

Charly— Cliff Robertson is triumphant as Charly, a

thirty-year-old mentally retarded man who is able to

escape his limitations through a daring brain operation.

The effects of the operation, though, are short-lived, and

Robertson, offers a sensitive and realistic portrait of a

man who races to see, learn and live everything possible

before his freedom is cut short and he must return to his

former handicapped condition. Senior Class Film Series.

A Wedding— This fIlm is not a romantic love story, nor is

it really about love, honor, happiness or personal

commitment. It is about people and their behavior.

Director Robert Altman uses the event to explore the

very heart w. America: the unquestioned pursuit of

material personal hypocrisy, the absence of

individual integrity and the preoccupation with power.

and manipulation rather than freedom and

Jiappiness.Senator and Minifliek.

What Do You Do
For An Encore?

Cont. from p. 14

they certainly don't involve the taxpayer
! Besides, is it

really any different in the private sector?
 I mean, how

about you T.V. news stars, anyway? You know
 as well as

I do from being on the read..."

"Reese went on to make a totally irrelevant observation.

We'll be back in a minute with 'Point-Counterpoint'."

Doonesbury's Greatest Hits includes 516 daily strips

and 80 Sunday color pat,es. The lines are
 clear ,and the

color superb; the book offers much better
 reproductions

that is devoid of conventional forms.) The music was
most pleasing when the bass, drums and keyboards
created a strong underlying structure onto which the
melodies of the wind instruments were layered, resulting

in an expansive textural complexity. The melodies were
most effective when they were either lyrical, or repeated

running scales or arpeggios. When there was a method or

pattern to their explosions, The Muffins were able to

break down the traditional forms of music and make their

Interiors Is Allen's
Introspective Gem

Cont. from p. 14

The openinig scene of the movie explores the interior
of a deserted and disused beach house. This interior
becomes the film's central metaphor for the inner
emptiness experienced by the people who inhabit this
alien landscape. The sterility of bare floors, and white
hospital rooms flooded by harsh sunlight represents the
characters' inability to express emotions in a practical
manner, outside of any artistic craft. Each character
resists the type of articulate expression of abstract
emotions which comes so easily when removed and seen
as art. In this interior, emotions are disciplined by a
pervading atmosphere of rationalism.

Arthur, who is not affected by such inabilities, provides
the spark which presents a family conflict. Unable to deal
with the frenzy of emotion that Eve has subdued at the
cost of the rest of the family, he asks for a divorce. From
this point on, Eve exists at the apex of a rage which
remains hidden and controlled. Arthur is eventually
married to Pearl (Maureen Stapleton), a boisterous and
sensible multi-widowed woman who hasn't the least
difficulty with self-expression.

Similarly, the sterility of the settings used in each
scene, and the characters' bland dialogue also create There
are numerous shots from behind glass windows and at
times the camera pans an empty beach front from behind
storm fences. This motif is often used to represent a
barrier which can distort perception or simply separate
the characters from the rest of the world.

Interiors is steeped in Bergmanesque traditions and
logic. The subject of people who are destroyed by the
extreme control they exert upon their emotions and their
inability to project those emotions is a recurring theme in
Bergman's films. Most reminiscent of this difficulty is
Persona . In this film strict control is used to conceal "the
abyss between what we are for others and what we are for
ourselves."

As in Play it Again, Sam, Woody Allen repeatedly relies
upon our ability to respond to film cliches and references
without much effort. Consequently, Interiors can appear
to be a trite, cliche-ridden, runaway metaphor. As with
Bergman's Persona, however, Interiors does not aim to be
entertaining, but introspective.

thanthe Sun.
But throughout the poingnant social commentary,

"Doonesbury" remains true to the one essential tenet of
cartooning: entertainment. Trudeau seldom crosses the

line into sanctimoniousness. As Harry Truman's quote in
the preface smirks, "If that's art, then I'm a Hottentot."

own musical statements that were both communicative
and surreal.

The Muffins were at their worst when they seemed to

fire at will. These moments consisted of attacks on
strange instruments and percussives, resulting in 'noise'
that was totally absent of pattern . All their music is
completely scored, and it was obvious they were not
improvising, but the effect on the listener was one of
complete disorientation with the music.
The most commercially successful band The Muffins

could be compared to is Return To Forever. This is

certainly an insult to The Muffins, though, because

although they may not be as polished or professional,

their music is much more interesting. The band could also

be compared with Robert Fripp and Brian Eno. They are

not necessarily working in jazz, but they are trying to

reconsider and to expand the limits of popular music. The

musician probably most closely related to The Muffins is

Philip Glass. His music has much stronger classical ties,

but it contains a similar jazz feel, and also e mploys

electronic keyboards and wind instruments. The music of

Philip Glass is minimalism in its highest form. He strips all

the elements of music bare, layering these simple

structures on top of each other for a complex, yet

hypnotic sound. The Muffins never seem to produce the

same trance-like quality, but in many ways they are

striving for the same musical goals as Philip Glass.
The Muffins' approach to traditional music is not

nihilistic; they are not trying to destroy all institutions of
musical form. Their music is surreal in the sense that they
are trying to explode musical conventions. But in the end,
their music is simply progressive; they are trying to
expand the possibilities of popular music and jazz.
Occasionally the music misfires, but The Muffins deserve
attention and an important position on the American
music scene.

••••

Olufunmilayo At

Theatre Project
In Africa, where dance isn't simply a form of

entertainment, but an integral part of the culture, it serves
to chronicle and celebrate all aspects of daily life, and it is
in this spirit of celebration that Olufunmilayo and her
company of dancers and musicians perform their work at
the Theatre Project's Heptasoph Hall, Thursday, October
12 through Sunday, October 15 and again October 26-29.
The company's elaborate repertoire draws largely from
West African culture and includes flirtation dances,
dances of competition between dancer and drummer, and
the mysterious and powerful "spirit dances" which ask
the gods for strength or convey messages from the spirits
of the ancestors. Olufunmilayo will perform at 8:00 p.m.
each evening with additional 10:00p.m. shows on Friday
and Saturday. All performances are free with donations
collected following the show. Call 539-3090 for
information.
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MASTERS OF TodAy ANd TOMORROW

TOdAy'S FOREMOST ARTISTS IN CONCERT WiTil

TOMORROW'S MOST pRomisiNg pERFORMERS

ThE 1978-1979 SEASON
TWO FOR ThE pRicE of ONE 11411
Tuesday, October 17
Peabody Symphony Orchestra
Frederik Prausnitz, conductor
Beethoven's Symphony No. 8 in F Major
LEON FLEISHER, pianist, Ravel's "Concerto for the

Left Hand"
WALTER HAUTZIG, pianist, Schubert-Liszt's
"Wanderer Fantasy" for Orchestra and Piano

Tuesday, November 7

Peabody Symphony Orchestra

Frederik Prausnitz, conductor

Templeton Strong's "Elegie for Cello and Orchestra"

Richard Strauss' "Don Quixote" Tone Poem for Cello

and Orchestra
MIHALY VIRIZLAY, cellist

Tuesday, November 21

Peabody Chamber Orchestra,

Peabody Symphony Orchestra

Verdi's "Requiem", VIVIAN THOMAS, soprano,

ELIZABETH MANION, mezzo-soprano,

TONIO dePAULO tenor, JAMES MORRIS, basso

Sunday, December 3
Peabody Chamber Orchestra

Fiora Contino, conductor

Double Violin Concerti of Vivaldi and Bach

RUGGIERO RICCI and BERL SENOFSKY

Tuesday, January 9
Music of the Romantic Period
GARRICK OHLSSON, pianist

Saturday, January 20
Peabody Chamber Orchestra
Fiora Contino, conductor
Baroque Clamber Music
JEAN-PIERRE RAMPAL, flutist

Tuesday, January 23
Peabody Symphony Orchestra
Frederik Prausnitz, conductor
Bernstein's "Age of Anxiety", LUKAS FOSS, pianist

Tuesday February 13
Peabody Symphony Orchestra
Fiora Contino, conductor
18th-century buffo arias, "Coronation Scene"
from "Boris Godunov"
SPIRO MALAS, basso.

Sunday, March 4
All-Schubert Program, ALFRED BRENDEL, pianist

Tuesday, May 8
Peabody Symphony Orchestra
Frederik Prausnitz, conductor
Beethoven's Triple Concerto in C Major
BEAUX ARTS TRIO

1101)k i\ T1 \ FACULTY, AND STAFF, ONE-11-IL!" PRICE

Tickets: $7.00, $5.00, $3.00

111 Concerts at 8:1.5 p.m. in the Peabody Concert Hall

1 East 111. l'ernon Place

Peabody Box office. 837-0600 ext. 23

Welcome to... I§
t HARD 

TIN188 %

1 
i
Monday - Football Nite. 1

/Ill draft - 25' during game

Tuesday - Ladies Nite i
1
1 All draft 25' 9-12p.m. q
%% plus Special on House Drink

k1  Wednesday - College Nite 1
1

1
1 .till draft 25' 9-12 pm

t plus Special on House drink.
• 2 74042 Huntington Aye. 2nd light off the 28th Street

exit of the Jones Falls Expwy. 
1g ONLY 3 BLOCKS FROM THE JHU CAMPUS 

Call: 243-1851 %k 
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Piedmont
has discount fares
worth flying home

abouf.
Or just about anywhere else you'd like to go. For
instance, our Round Thrift•3 Fare saves you 30%
roundtrip when you return no earlier than the third
day following your original date of departure. Pied-
mont's Weekend Excursion Fare means a 25%
roundtrip discount if you leave Saturday and return
Saturday, Sunday or Monday through the first avail-
able flight after noon.

Piedmont has five other discount fares to
choose from, too. For complete information, call your
travel agent or Piedmont Airlines. Major credit cards
accepted. All discount fares subject to change
without notice.

FLY AVEL7/770171—
•

exclusive!
Ole King" :Returns to ,Baltimore

With His Loyal Short Subjects
"Bambi Meets Godzilla"

"Thank You Masked Man"

16611161140F „
D.rected by

PHILIPPE DE BROCA

ALAN BATES

GENEVIEVE BUJO1 1)

Student gidmission Prices Honored

gt 7111 Climes With Troper
mini-flick 2 PIKESVIILE
1110 reisterstown road
Beltway Exit 20 Sou:h • 651- 1177

2, 4, 6, 8 610 PM.
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Hopkins Halts Ursinus
BY RICHARD MILLER

Spearheaded by an effective

fourth quarter passing blitz and

alert defensive play, an

enthusiastic Blue Jay grid squad

evened its record at 2-2 with an

exciting 13-10 road win over the

Ursinus Bears last Saturday.

After a lackluster performance

during the early stages of the

game, Hopkins finally got its

offensive untracked midway

through the third period.

Quarterback Jim Margraff began

The Game at a Glance

JHU   0 0 0 13- 13

Urs   0 10 0 0-10

Urs- Perrong 3 run (Walck kick)

Urs- Walck 26 FG

JHU- Stromberg 5 pass from Margraff

(kick failed)
JHU- Stromberg 32 pass from Margraff

(Harris kick)

First downs
Rushing-yards

Passing-att-int

Passing yards
Total yards
Punts-avg yards

Penalties-yds
Fumbles-lost

JHU
20
60-199
11/27-1

111
310
6-30.8
6-81
2-1

Urs
12
48-119
4/9-1

66
185
8-31.4
12-66
1-0

to connect repeatedly with

receiver Bill Stromberg, while

running backs Kenny Bess (74

yards) and Matt Martell° (81

yards) took advantage of superb

offensive blocking to pick up
crucial Blue Jay ground yardage.
Hopkins' defense also

toughened considerably in the
second half. Led by lineman Ned

Sacha and safety Bruce Kane, the

Blue Jays completely shut down

the Grizzly offense until the last
series of the game, when they
rallied once again to snuff out a
determined Ursinus scoring drive,
and ensure Hopkins' second

victory of the season.
The scoring began midway

through the second period, as
Ursinus fullback Dean Perrong

bulled his way into the endzone

from the Hopkins three yard

line. Kicker Craig "Franchise"

Walck (who also saw duty as a
punter, running back, and signal

caller for the Grizzlies) added the
extra point, and the Bears went
out in front, 7-0.
On their next possession

Ursinus drove downfield again,
and, with a first down on the
Hopkins eight yard line, seemed
almost certain to put another
touchdown on the scoreboard
before the four minute warning.
But once again the Blue Jay
defense went to work, as
freshmen Todd Dieterich and
Mike Miller combined for a
crucial backfield tackle, stalling
the Grizzly advance and
eventually compelling Ursinus to
settle for a 10-0 halftime lead.
Walck's 26-yard second

quarter field goal turned out to
be the high water mark of the
contest for Ursinus, as an aroused
Hopkins grid squad took to the

DOUG'S I
DUGOUT

The men's varsity wrestling

team has a new coach, and if he

has his way, it will soon be a

power to be reckoned with.

Athletic Center Director

Robert Scott announced the

appointment of 23-year-old Pat

Lohrey, All-MSA and All-Metro

standout in both football and

lacrosse in 1972, 4-year letterer

in high school wrestling, 3-year

veteran of collegiate football at

the University of Virginia, 4-year

veteran of collegiate wrestling at

U.Va., and 4th-place finisher in

the ACC in 1977 as a

Heavyweight on Virginia's ACC

Championship Team, as Head

Coach of the JHU varsity

wrestling team. The credentials

are almost as impressive as the

man himself.
Pat Lohrey reflects a

background steeped in the

tradition of Baltimore wrestling.

Pat's father, Phil Lohrey,

coached a number of superior

wrestling teams at the University

of Baltimore in the '50's and

undoubtedly had •a huge

influence on his son's interest in

the sport. After a first encounter

with the sport at the age of 7, Pat

began to compete seriously in,

high school, advancing through

Loyola and Gilman to U.Va.,

where, at 195 lbs., he was

pinning 240 lb. to 260 lb.

opponents.
Now Pat Lohrey, a smart man

with a lot of practical ideas, is

out to rebuild wrestling at

Hopkins. In coordination with

Morgan State's wrestling coach

Jim Phillips, Pat will give those

who cannot practice at the

regular time a chance to work

out with MSU wrestlers in the

evening. The conditijning

program here will include

strenuous running drills and

low-weight, high-repetition
weight-lifting schedule..
Team-type practices, such as flag
football, are also on the agenda.

Probably the most improtant
innovation the new head coach
will introduce, however, is his
hard-line, no-nonsense attitude
towards physical conditioning;
"They are going to be in the best
shape of their lives," Pat states.
"I'll be forcing them to do things
the have never done before... I
want to see people go down
trying. . . there will be no
shortcuts."

For a wrestling program on the
brink of destruction, Pat Lohrey
may be just the ingredient it
needs. "I would like to be in
coaching," he admits frankly,
"for 10 years." This would be
quite a change for a team which
has had 4 coaches in the past 4
years.

Bob Scott feels that Pat can
"rejuvenate" the program, and
that is the bes word to describe
what he intends to do. Wrestling

at Hopkins will have new life and
can once again command respect
under Pat Lohrey's leadership.
Anyone who thinks he !night like

to get into the best shape of his

life should go to the wrestling

room on Monday, Oct. 16th at

4:15 p.m.

field to receive the second half

kick-off.
"We were a completely

different team in the second
half," observed senior tri-captain

Sonny Mills after the contest.
"We knew we could beat Ursinus,
and so we came together and
began to play good ball."
And play good ball they did.

After jockeying for field position
for much of the third period, the
Blue Jay offense began to put
together its First effective scoring
drive. Utilizing short passes and
inspired downfield running, the
Blue Jay offense drove 69 yards
in 16 plays before quarterback
Jim Margraff hit Bill Stromberg
in the comer of the end zone for
the first Hopkins six. The snap

Cont. on p. 18

Undefeated Caps, World Champion
Bullets To Begin Home Seasons

BY PHILIP A. KONORT

The NBA Champion
Washington Bullets and the

"hard-working" NHL Washington

Capitals open their 1978-79

home seasons this weekend at the

Capital Centre in Landover,

Maryland. Both teams hope to

continue where they left off last

year - the Bullets hoping to

repeat as World Champions and
the Capitals wishing to extend
their modest 3-game
season-ending winning streak.
The undefeated

Capitals,(victorious 4-2 over the

•
bullets

LA Kings in their season opener
Wednesday night), tangle with
the Atlanta Flames this Saturday
night at the Capital Centre under
the watchful eye of a new coach.
In a surprise move Monday, the
Caps dismissed their mentor for
the past two years, Tommy
McVie. McVie had assumed the
coaching duties midway through
the 1975 season, while the Caps
were in the midst of a 25-game
winless streak. McVie worked the
team hard, and the following
season managed to guide the
much-improved club to a

respectable finish. As a result, he

finished second in the balloting

for coach-of-the-year in 1977.

But two days prior to the start of

the regular season this year,

McVie was dismissed as coach.

Owner Abe Pollin felt the team

was not progressing fast enough.

McVie simply could not believe

what had happened, saying "I

gave my soul to this team. I

pushed and pulled and I put

everything into it. I neglected my

family to work for this team."
Former minor-league coach

Danny Belisle replaced McVie,

and the hardest working coach in
hockey is now out of work.

The 1978-79 Capitals have not
changed much since last year.

The major additions to 1977-78's
last-place team are high-scoring
left-wing Rod Shutt, obtained
from the Montreal Canadiens,

Greg Carroll, a center who played
last season in the World Hockey
Association, and a pair of
Swedish imports - defenseman
Leif Svensson and center Rolf
Edberg. Though they should add
much depth to the team, the
Caps are still relying heavily on
the scoring of Most Valuable
Player Guy Charron (38 goals in
1977-78) and All-Star Bob Sirois.
Defenseman Robert Picard and
second-year goalie Jim Bedard

also will play important roles.
The Bullets, in defense of their

first World Championship, open
their season at home tonight
against the New Orleans Jazz.

This year's squad is very similar
to the team that swept through
the playoffs last year. Gone from
that successful club are Center
Joe Pace (a free-agent defector
signed by the Celtics) and Guard
Phil Walker (traded to the San
Diego Clippers). The two new
faces on the club - both
first-round draft choices in 1978
a r e Roger Phegley of Bradley

and Dave Corzine of De Paul.

Coach Dick Motta expects
Phegley to fill the role of the
fifth guard (vacated by Walker)

and reserve forward, while 6-11

Corzine will provide the Bullets
with solid back-up at center.
One of the Bullets' biggest

problems this season will' be
keeping all their players happy
with their playing times. In order
for Motta to give his two
up-and-coming front court
players, Greg Ballard and Mitch

Kupchak, more playing time, all

three veteran starters (Bob

Dandridge, Wes Unseld and Elvin

HayesIwill have to play less. But

Hayes prefers to play 45-48

minutes a game, and Unseld is

unhappy with less than 35

minutes. Since the future of the

franchise rests with Ku.pchak and

Ballard, it is essential that these

two get adequate playing time.

Look for the Bullets to finish

near the top of their division

again this year. Like last year, the
Bullets are expected to save their
best stuff for the playoffs, when

, they become a pressure team.

Polo Team Wins Two
The men's water polo team

traveled up to Penn State last
weekend and came away with
two victories and two defeats
against a group of opponents
possessing a wide range of talent.

Opening the tournament with
a rematch against Villanova, JHU
did not quite blast them out of
the water as they had here a
week earlier, but they did win

again, 11-8. The second game
against Monmouth proved to be
a different story as Hopkins
could not stifle the New Jersey
school's offense and lost 17-11.

The Jays rebounded in the
next match, overcoming a
Princeton fourth quarter lead to
take a 10-7 victory.

Facing their toughest rivals in
the final game, the water polo
squad built up a 4-0 lead against
Penn State. The Nittany Lions,
however, led by their strong
bucket-man, fought back,
prevented the Jays from scoring
on any of their five man-up
situations during the game, and
pulled out a 10-7 win.

Throughout the tournament
the Jay defense performed
admirably, and goalie Steve

Long, who minded the nets the
entire weekend, saved the first
victory by stopping a number of
Villanova point-blank shots.
A week from today the water

polo men visit Monmouth
College to battle Lehigh, RPI,
and St. Francis. Chances are good
that they can dump the first two
teams, but the floating Jays will
need to improve their offensive
attack and avoid committing
costly fouls in order to knock off
St. Francis. Success at
Monmouth would qualify
Hopkins for a MAC playoff
berth.
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Brescia Paces Jay Runners
It is a classic rebuilding year

for the Johns Hopkins Cross
Country team. Through
graduation or attrition, JHU has
lost its top four runners and six
of the top eight from last year's
squad (which compiled an 11-3
dual meet record, and finished
third in the MAC).
The seniorless team, under

new coach Michael Hill, has won
two of its first eight meets. But
sophomore Andrew Brescia and
Captain Tim Whitcombe, last
year's fifth and sixth runners,
have shown great progress as the
leaders of this year's team. The
said have accounted for 3
individual victories and finished
close behind some of the
conference's top runners in other
meets.
Freshman Jeff Bickart has

joined team veterans Tom Kepple
and Dave Stewart to give
Hopkins a solid top five.

Before Brescia joined this
year's squad, the harriers lost a
heartbreaker, to Loyola, 29-27.
Loyola's Matt Wilson won the
Sept. 20 meet by more than a
minute, but Whitcombe took
second while Kepple and Bickart
were third and fourth.
JHU then lost a 20-36 decision

on Swarthmore's hilly, rocky 4.4
mile course. Swarthmore
clinched a win by taking first,
second, and third places. Brescia
was fourth, with Whitcombe,

Jays
Upend
Ursinus

Cont. from p. 17
from center was bobbled as
kicker Jeff Harris attempted the
extra point, and the Blue Jays

found themselves behind 10-6
with just 11:56 remaining in the
contest.

After an exchange of punts,
Hopkins found itself with the
ball on its own twenty yard line
with only three minutes left in
the game. Employing a hurry-up
offense, Margraff swiftly moved
the Blue Jays downfield. With
the clock running and the Jays
second-and—eight from the
Grizzly 32, Margraff went to
Stromberg again in the air, and
the talented freshman scampered
into the end zone to put Hopkins
ahead for the first time in the
contest. This time Harris' extra
point attempt was good, and the
Blue Jays took a thin 13-10 lead
with just over a minute showing
on the scoreboard clock.

Ursinus brought the ensuing
kick-off back to its own 29-yard
line, where Bear quarterback
Dave Dougherty began the final
Grizzly drive. Within four plays
the Bears had driven to the
Hopkins fifteen, and, with just
seconds remaining, Coach Larry
Karas signalled frantically for a
time-out to decide whether to
settle for a three-point
conversion and a tied game.

Finally, with just five seconds
showing on the scoreboard clock,
safety Bruce Kane picked-off
Dougherty's final desperation
pass into the end zone.

Kepple and Bickart in sixth,
seventh, and eighth. Hopkins
then faced conference power
Gettysburg on the 5.95 mile
Homewood course which runs
along San Martin Drive and
through Wyman Park. Though
Gettysburg won easily, 19-41,
Whitcombe was a close second to
Gettysburg's Bill Geating, the
defending conference champion
in the mile. Whitcombe ran a
personal best 32:51, three
seconds behind Geating.
Gettysburg's Pack took
third-eighth places while Brescia
finished ninth.
When UMBC visited the

Homewood course on September
30th, Brescia won with a
personal best of 33:14. However,
despite Whitcombe's third, and a
strong sixth place finish by Tom
Kepple, Hopkins lost, 26-33.

October has brought better

luck, as the team won two out of
three races during the first week
of this month. Brescia and
Whitcombe finished first and
second to lead Hopkins to a
2 7-2 8 victory over Salisbury
State. Kepple, Stewart, and
Bickart ran fifth, ninth and
tenth. Hopkins then beat
Dickinson, 24-33, in a triangular
meet at Dickinson on October
ninth. Powerful Ursinus raced to
a one, two, three finish over the
4.4 mile course, but Hopkins
handily defeated Dickinson as
Whitcombe and Brescia outran
Dickinson's top runner, Roger
Colazzi. Stewart and Kepple
finished close behind. Dave
Grinness and Pepper White were
Hopkins' fifth and sixth runners.
The harriers host neighboring

Towson State and Galludet at 2
pm tomorrow at Homewood
Field.

NA Race Tightens
The BIA flag football league

has passed the midpoint with
exciting races expected to
continue through the playoffs.
Seven teams have thus far
managed to escape the losing
column, including the Raiders
and "Huh?", led by captains Joe
Garavente and Paul Muling
respectively.

Behind the exploits of Dan
Kennedy and John Downing, DU

Doymitorv Leave
Wilson-Wood 4-0
Griffin 3-0
Jennings 3-0
Hollander 3-1
Gildersleeve 2-2
Lazaer 1-3
Vincent-Willard 0-4
*Adams 1-3
*Sylvester 1-3

maintains a slim half-game lead
over TEP, which is sparked by
Jim Panigalias and Jeff Erle.
Perennial trophy candidates
Wilson-Wood remain undefeated
in a fiercely competitive
domiitory league. The first and
second place teams from each
division will enter the playoffs
early in November in order to
determine the king of the
gridiron.

ivi ion 1
Raiders -0
Huh? 4-0.
Mean Machine 2-0-1
JSA 2-2
39th St. Bombers 2-3
BSU 1-4-1
Grad Club 0-2-1
Med School 0-3
Iron Men 0-3

Division 11 
DU 5-0-1
TEP 6-1
Sig Ep 4-1-1
Killer Roaches 2-2-1
N-L 2-3
Sig Nu 0-4
Phi Psi 0-5
*km 1-4

*Forfeited out

0 0

Evenings 5 P.M.-11 P.M. Sunday thru Friday
Nights 11 P.M.-8 A.M. Everynight
Weekends All Day Saturday Until 5 P.M. Sunday
first minute, interstate calls.
Excludes Alaska and Hawaii.

441074.47164

WalMN P
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GRADUATE
STUDENTS!

Nominations are now open for

Coordinating Secretary and Treasurer i
of the GRO.

A (with 15

for

Oct. 18

nominating petition graduate

signatures) and a short statement of candidacy

general distribution are due by Wednesday,

at the GRO office in Levering.

Graduate students interested in representing

graduates on various university committees

(graduate board, union advisory board, and others)

should now apply at the GRO office.

For more info contact your Departmental Rep

or loave your name at the GRO office.

IM••••

A

THE

JUST

measure

ABOVE
DELICATESSEN

uome

HOMEWOOD

31st

vf tiny

STREET

at roiling roods

3105 ST. PAUL ST.
Open Daily 9-9 467-7882 Open Sunday 9-5

"Baltimore's Best" BALTIMORE Magazinei

ALWAYS
HOT JUICY CORNED BEEF
SANDWICHES $ 1.49 EACH

,
FRIED CHICKEN PLATTERS

LEG or BREAST $ 1.29
WITH DELICIOUS WESTERN FRIES

ALWAYS HOT NEW YORK BAGELS

LOX — SMOKED FISH,
SABLE PICKLED HERRING

MEAT AND POTATO KNISHES ,

DELICIOUS FRESHMADE SOUP

, NATURAL FOOD DEPARTMENT

THE MILTON S. EISENHOWER SYMPOSIUM 1
 PRESENTS 

RETROSPECTIVE ON THE SIXTIES:

FROM CAMELOT TO CHAOS*

DAVID
HALBERSTAM

ThE VIETNAM CONFLICT

'ThE AMERICAN Policy ViEw'

Palitzea Prize winning aatboa of

The Best anO the Baightest

fRidAy, OCTObER 13 AT 4 P.M.

FRANCES
FITZGERALD

"ThE VIETNAMESE VIEW"

Palitzea Prize winning aatboa Of

FIRe in the Lake

MoNdAy, OCTObER 16 AT 4 P.M.

SHRIVER HALL
AdMISSION IS FREE ANd OPEN TO ThE public
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